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*5*(+$+'5%!+!*8&/*('2*'!%%6*'5" '5(*5%&)9.$$.&'%&)5&$$+(%*/*(00*+(
&' ,*$$:.'!*'!.&'*5 %&1.+$ %*(/.1* +'5 *5 1+!.&' 6(&8(+2% !"+! +(* !06.1+$$0 ':
6(&/*' +'5 &)!*' .'*))*1!./*# "*(* .% + 9*!!*( ,+0# ?0 !+(8*!.'8 ) '5.'8 !& */.:
5*'1*:9+%*5 6(&8(+2%- $+,2+7*(% 1+' 1&'!.' * !"*.( *))&(!% !& 9(*+7 !"* 101$* &)
6&/*(!0,".$*%6*'5.'8!+36+0*() '5%2&(*6(&5 1!./*$0#'!"*6(&1*%%-!"*0,.$$
1"+'8*!"*$./*%&)1".$5(*'+'5)+2.$.*%)&(!"*9*!!*(#
(+)!.'8 !"*%*%!+! !*%,.$$ 9* 5.)).1 $! 9*1+ %*$+,2+7*(% "+/* '& 6(*1*5*'!
&(!*26$+!*%!&9 .$5 6&'#'+55.!.&'-!"*$*8.%$+!./*6(&1*%%,.$$9*1&26$.1+!*5
90!"*1*(!+.'!0&)%!(&'86&$.!.1+$6(*%% (*)(&2%!+7*"&$5*(%!&5.$ !*!"*(.8&(&)
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+%6+(!&)!"*))&(5+9$*4+(*1!!"*L1!M #"*1!+ !"&(.N*5A#9.$$.&'.'
) '5.'8 &/*( )./* 0*+(% )&( %!+!*% !& 1(*+!* */.5*'1*:9+%*5 "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&:
8(+2%#
"*.'.!.+$1"+$$*'8*1+2*)(&2+' '*36*1!*55.(*1!.&'#%*36$+.'*5.'+(!
- 2+'0 *3.%!.'8 "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2% +'5 (*%6*1!*5 1".$5(*'<% +5/&1+!*%
%!(&'8$0 &66&%*5 !& 8" %!+'5+(5% )&( 6(&/.'8 + 6(&8(+2<% *))*1!./*'*%%# $!.:
2+!*$0-4&'8(*%%1&26(&2.%*5&'!"*.%% *&)5*%.8'(.8&(+'5&'$0+(*2+(7+9$*
(*%1 * )(&2 !"* *6+(!2*'! &) *+$!" +'5  2+' *(/.1*%   6(*%*(/*5 !"*
$+,<%)&1 %&'(*$.+9$06(&/*'6(&8(+2%#
+(!*/+$ +!*%!"*(*%*+(1"(*$.+9.$.!0(*= .(*2*'!%1 ((*'!$0.26&%*5 '5*(
!"*1!#$!"& 8"!"*0,*(*1(.!.1.N*5+% ')+.($05*2+'5.'8-!"*0+(*+1! +$$0!"*
7*0 %!(*'8!"&) !"*&2* .%.!.'8(&8(+2#  ')&(! '+!*$0- '*.!"*(4&'8(*%%'&(
 .26&%*5 %.2.$+($0 2*+'.'8) $ 2.'.2 2 (*= .(*2*'!% 6&' 6(&8(+2  0
! -% 1"+%2+8'.! 5*&).26+1!-1&'%.%!*'10&)).'5.'8%-5 (+9.$.!0&).26+1!-
.26&(!+'1*&)9*'*).!%1&')*((*5-&((*6$.1+!.&'&)6&%.!./*& !1&2*%#%+(*% $!-
2+'0 &) !"* +66(&/*5 6(&8(+2% "+/* !"(*+59+(* &( !(& 9$.'8$0 .'1&'%.%!*'! */.:
5*'1*&)6&%.!./*.26+1!#%*36$+.'*5.'+(!-!"*%*&2.%%.&'%1+'+'5%"& $5
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.!"!"*&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2-4&'8(*%%!&&7+'.26&(!+'!).(%!%!*6#"*
$+,<%.'%.%!*'1*&'".8"$0(*$.+9$**/.5*'1*&)*))*1!./*'*%%6(&/.5*%+'& !%!+'5:
.'8!*26$+!*)&() ! (*%!+!*+'5)*5*(+$) '5.'8$*8.%$+!.&'#? !!"*,&(7.%'&!0*!
5&'*#  & .26(&/* !"* &55% !"+! ) '5*5 6(&8(+2% ,.$$ .26(&/* 1".$5(*'<% $./*%-
4&'8(*%%%"& $5.26&%*2*+'.'8) $2.'.2 2& !1&2*(*= .(*2*'!%+%,*$$,"*'
.!(*+ !"&(.N*%) '5.'8# .!"!".%1"+'8*-!"*&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2,.$$&))*(+
6(&2.%.'8!*26$+!*)&() ! (**))&(!%!&) '56(&8(+2%!"+!(*+$$0,&(7#
#   

&,.'1&2*+'52.'&(.!01".$5(*'1&22&'$0+((./*+!7.'5*(8+(!*')+(9*".'5
!"*.(1$+%%2+!*%#B?*1+ %*.')+'!%+'5!&55$*(%%6*'52&%!&)!"*.(!.2*.'!"*1+(*
&)!"*.(6+(*'!%-1&22&'%*'%*% 88*%!%!"+!"*$6.'86+(*'!%5 (.'8!"**+($01".$5:
"&&50*+(%,& $59*+,+0!&"*$6!"*.(1".$5(*'#&+11&26$.%"!".%-%!+!*%+1(&%%
!"*1& '!(0) '5+,.5*/+(.*!0&)6(&8(+2%!"+!%*'5%&1.+$,&(7*(%-*5 1+!&(%+'5
6+(+6(&)*%%.&'+$%!&!"*"&2*%&)2&!"*(%,.!"'*,9&('%&(!&55$*(%#C
G*!-%! 5.*%%"&,!"+!2+'0*3.%!.'85*$./*(02&5*$%5&'&!1"+'8**.!"*(6+(:
*'!.'8 6(+1!.1*%&(1".$55*/*$&62*'!#D  % + (*% $!-!"* ).*$5 .%,*$$:% .!*5)&(+
8&/*('2*'!6(&8(+2!"+!(*%!(.1!%) '5%!&6(&8(+2%,.!"6(&/*'*))*1!./*'*%%#
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?0 !"* +8* &) *.8"!**' 2&'!"%- (*%*+(1"*(% (*8 $+($0 5*!*1! 5./*(8.'8 !(+@*1!&(.*%
9*!,**'6&&(+'5 66*(.'1&2*1".$5(*'+'59*!,**',".!*+'59$+171".$5(*'#
.2.$+(5.%6+(.!.*%% ()+1*.'!"*5*/*$&62*'!&)*+($0%&1.+$%7.$$%#
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**+2+(++$$**!+$#-.%6+(.!.*%.'+($0 *+('.'8+'5*/*$&62*'! *%%&'%)(&2!"*+($04".$5"&&5
&'8.! 5.'+$ ! 50P?.(!" 4&"&(! 4 :? -  D  3*1 !./*  22+(0 - +/+.$+9$* +!
"!!6,,,#1".$5!(*'5%#&(8,6:1&'!*'! 6$&+5%D:.%6+(.!.*% 3*1 22#65)#  ! '.'*
2&'!"%-1".$5(*')(&2)+2.$.*%,.!"+'.'1&2*+!&(9*$&,6*(1*'!&)!"*6&/*(!0,*(*# %!+'5+(55*:
/.+!.&'%9*$&,!"*2*+'&)!"*.(".8"*(:.'1&2*6**(%&'1&8'.!./*%7.$$%+'590!,*'!0:)& (2&'!"%-!"*8+6
"+58(&,'!&2&(*!"+'"+$)+%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'+9& !"+$)!"*+5 $!8+6 #5#**+$%&?*!!0+(!H&55
#.%$*0-"*+($04+!+%!(&6"*"*.$$.&'&(5+6-B2#5 1+!&( ).'5.'8!"+!-90+8*
!"(**-1".$5(*'&)6(&)*%%.&'+$6+(*'!%"+/*+%$+(8*+/&1+9 $+(0+%6+(*'!%.'$&,.'1&2*)+2.$.*%+'52 1"
$+(8*(!"+'!"*1".$5(*'.'!"&%*)+2.$.*% #

**O*+''*?(&&7%: ''*!+$#-+1.+$+'5!"'.1+6%.'1"&&$*+5.'*%%-.'1"&&$*+5.'*%%+'5!"*
(+'%.!.&'!& .'5*(8+(!*'.' !"*(+&)11& '!+9.$.!0C-C  &9*(!4# .+'!+ *! +$# *5%#B  ,".!*
7.'5*(8+(!*'*(%%1&(*5 ".8"*( !"+' 9$+17% &' +66(&+1"*% !& $*+('.'8 +'5 %*$):1&'!(&$90#  +'5#C &)+
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"*'1".$5(*'(*+1"7.'5*(8+(!*'-!"*+/*(+8*6&&(&(2.'&(.!01".$5.%"+$)+
%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'&(2&(*9*".'5!"*2*+'&'+1+5*2.1+'5%&1.+$%7.$$%+'5)+(:
!"*(9*".'5&'/&1+9 $+(0#"+!6 !%!"*+/*(+8*6&&(7.'5*(8+(!*'*(+!+9& !!"*
'56*(1*'!.$*&)"*(2&(*+))$ *'!1$+%%2+!*%#+5$0-!"*%*%7.$$%+(*+8&&56(*:
5.1!&(&)) ! (*%1"&&$% 11*%%#+($0/&1+9 $+(0-)&(*3+26$*-.%%!(&'8$0+%%&1.+!:
*5,.!"$+!*(%1"&&$6*()&(2+'1*#G*!-9$+177.'5*(8+(!*'*(%&'+/*(+8*"+/*&'$0
"+$)!"*/&1+9 $+(0&),".!*7.'5*(8+(!*'*(%#
4".$5(*' ,"& $+8&' +1".*/*2*'! !*%!% 5 (.'8 !"*.( 6(*%1"&&$ 0*+(% +(* 2&(*
$.7*$0!"+'!"*.(".8"*(:6*()&(2.'81$+%%2+!*%!&9*(*!+.'*5.'8(+5*-9*6$+1*5.'
%6*1.+$ *5 1+!.&' 1$+%%*%- +'5 5(&6 & !&) %1"&&$#  /*' 2&(* !(+8.1+$$0- !"*0 +(*
2&(*$.7*$0!&9*1&2*!**'6+(*'!%-*'8+8*.'1(.2.'+$+1!./.!.*%-+'5% ))*(1$.'.:
1+$$0%.8'.).1+'!5*6(*%%.&'#
?*1+ %* !"* 8+6% +66*+( *+($0 .' $.)*- *+($0 .'!*(/*'!.&' %**2% *%%*'!.+$# (
*36*(.*'1* +% 6+(*'!% !*$$% % !"+! L9+9.*% +(* 9&(' $*+('.'8 +'5 !"+! 6+(*'!% +(*
!"*.( ).(%! +'5 2&%! .')$ *'!.+$ !*+1"*(%#M   4".$5 5*/*$&62*'! *36*(!% ,.5*$0
+8(**#B%01"&$&8.%!5,+(5Q.8$*(-+8.+'!.'!"*).*$5+'5+)&(1*9*".'5!"*1(*+:
!.&'&)*+5!+(!-+(8 *%!"+!,+.!.'8)&(6(*%1"&&$+!+8*)& (.%+L" 8*2.%!+7*M
9*1+ %*!"*L).(%!'.'*2&'!"%+(*!"*2&%!1(.!.1+$#MC.'5*(8+(!*'(*+5.'*%%-+1:


%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'- (*%6*1!./*$0- +'5 $&,*( &' *3!*('+$.N.'89*"+/.&(% 90 # E %** +$%& +$$* *! +$#- % 6(+
'&!*-+!-.8 (*+!'.'*2&'!"%-!"*.'1&2*:(+!*55.))*(*'1*.'6&%.!./*9*"+/.&(%"&,'90.')+'!%+'5
!&55$*(%,+%# %!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%-+'5902&'!"%-!"*5.%6+(.!0"+58(&,'!&# #

%!.2+!*%&)!"*+1+5*2.18+69*!,**'9$+17%+'5,".!*%+!7.'5*(8+(!*'(+'8*)(&2+(& '5#%!+'5+(5
5*/.+!.&'%!&&/*(#%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%#&'*%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'8+6,& $56 !!"*9$+172*+'+!!"* !"
6*(1*'!.$*&)!"*,".!*%1&(*%#&(+$&,*%!.2+!*-%**&$+'5#(0*(-O(#H!*/*'# */.!!-"*?$+17:
".!* *%! 1&(* +6 "(& 8" ".(5 (+5*- C 2# # H 1&'# */# D-  -  :     %.'8 !"*
 :5+!+9+%*+'5).'5.'8+7.'5*(8+(!*'(+1.+$+1".*/*2*'!8+6&)# %!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%.'2+!"+'5
#.'(*+5.'8 #!!"*".8"*(*'5-%**-*#8#-4"(.%!&6"*(O*'17%H*(*5.!"".$$.6%-"*?$+17:".!**%!
1&(*+6''!(&5 1!.&'-.'"*?$+17:".!**%!1&(*+6:4"(.%!&6"*(O*'17%H*(*5.!"".$$.6%
*5%#-DDC .8 (*: %"&,.'86&.'!8+6,.!"%!+'5+(5 5*/.+!.&'&))&(!"(**+'5)& (:0*+(:&$5% #
** +$%&*(*5.!" ".$$.6% *! +$#- +2.$0 ?+178(& '5- +(*'!.'8(+1!.1*%-+'5 !"*?$+17:".!* *%! 1&(*
+6-.'"*?$+17:".!**%!1&(*+6-5#+!- E?(&&7%: ''-*!+$#-% 6(+'&!*-+!C(*6&(!:
.'8!"+! &' /*(9+$ +9.$.!0 +'5 8*'*(+$1&8'.!.&'-9$+176(*%1"&&$*(% %1&(* 2&(* !"+' &'*%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'
  9*$&, ,".!* 6(*%1"&&$*(%- ,"*' 5.))*(*'1*% +(* '&! +5@ %!*5 )&( %&1.+$- *1&'&2.1- +'5 )+2.$0 9+17:
8(& '55.))*(*'1*% E&'+$5#&17H#O+17%&'!*''*(-%%*%%2*'!%% *%.'!"**%!.'8&)4".$5(*'+!
1"&&$ '!(0-   ! (* &)4".$5(*'-6(.'8 -+! - # L ' +/*(+8*-!"* !*%!% ).'5 + 8+6 &)+9& !
%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'#M E.1"+(5O# ('+'**!+$#-'5*(%!+'5.'8!"*(*'5%.'!"*?$+17:".!*1".*/*2*'!
+6%  (.'8!"*.(%!G*+(%&)1"&&$-.'?(&&7.'8%:"+(!&' +6*(%&'(9+'))+.(%DB-D?(&&7.'8%
'%!#(*%% (*6&(!.'8+7.'5*(8+(!*'(+1*8+6&)#%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%.'2+!"*2+!.1%+'5#.'(*+5:
.'8 #

+$*(.*# **H+/.5#? (7+2-'*= +$.!0+!!"*!+(!.'8+!*C #

 ** &17 H !*''*(- % 6(+ '&!* -+! D 1.!.'8 *&(8* # .$$*( H +!(.1.+ # .$5*+- &, 4".$5(*'
*+('&(5%-B1.*'!.).12#-'&#-DCB-+!-D:DB #

**4*1.$.+& %**!+$#-'!(&5 1.'8!"*%% *- ! (*&)4".$5(*'-6(.'8-+! - '##

+(0#+8'*(H*(*'+ #4$+0!&'-"*+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%(&8(+2*% $!%)(&2,&*2&'%!(+:
!.&'%-D ! (*&)4".$5(*'-6(.'8DDD-+!D-D#
B
**.5#E5,+(5Q.8$*(*!+$#-"*+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%(&8(+2+'51"&&$ 11*%%*6$.1+!.&'+'53:
!*'%.&'- D O# (.2+(0 (*/*'!.&' -  C  %!+!.'8 !"+! "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2% +(* L!"*&(*!.1+$$0M
%& '5 #
C
(*%%*$*+%*-+#')&#H*%#4!(# -+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%(&8(+2 '1*8+.'"&,'!&26(&/*1"&&$
*+5.'*%%-+#4+#')&#H*%#4!(# -+$$C &').$*,.!"+ !"&( #








 





 5   

>&$#

1&(5.'8 &'* !*+2 &) (*%*+(1"*(%- .% + 2&(* .26&(!+'! 6(*5.1!&( &) !".(5:8(+5*
+1".*/*2*'!!"+'&!"*(/+(.+9$*%% 1"+%6&/*(!0+'52.'&(.!0%!+! %#D%+(*% $!-
9&!"!"*&(*!.1.+'%+'56&$.10+5/&1+!*%L9*$.*/*%!(&'8$0!"+!"&2*/.%.!.'81+'9*
+9*'*).1.+$+'51&%!:*))*1!./*%!(+!*80#M
*%*+(1"*(%"+/*(*8 $+($0)& '5%.8'.).1+'!1&((*$+!.&'%9*!,**'1".$5(*+5.:
'*%%)&(%1"&&$+'5 6+(*'!+$9*"+/.&(%% 1" +%(*+5.'8!& !"*.( 1".$5(*'-*'8+8.'8
!"*2.'1&'/*(%+!.&'%-8./.'86&%.!./*(*.')&(1*2*'!-+'5%"+(.'8+%!(&'82&!"*(:
1".$59&'5#'&'*(*/.*,&)!"*$.!*(+! (*-?(&&7%: ''+'5+(72+'.5*'!.).*5
%*/*' 6+(*'!.'8 6(+1!.1*% !"+! .26(&/*5 1".$5 ,*$$:9*.'8   *36(*%%.'8 $&/*- +):
)*1!.&'-,+(2!"-+'51+(*-(+!"*(!"+'5*!+1"2*'!-.'!( %./*'*%%+'5'*8+!./*(*8+(5
' (! (+'1* E   $+'8 +8* %*E   +/&.5+'1* &) "+(%" 5.%1.6$.'+(0 6(+1!.1*% $.7*
%6+'7.'8-%$+66.'8&(0*$$.'8E "+/.'82+!*(.+$%.'!"*"&2*E 2&'.!&(.'8E 
2+'+8*2*'!&)!"*"&2*E+'5B 5.(*1!!*+1".'8&)%7.$$%$.7*!0.'8+%"&*&(%&(!:
.'89$&17%901&$&(-+'5+%7.'8= *%!.&'%!"+!*'1& (+8*!"*1".$5(*'!&).'5!"*+':
%,*(- (+!"*( !"+' 6(&/.5.'8 !"* +'%,*(% !"*2%*$/*%- % 1" +% +%7.'8 L,"+! ,& $5
"+66*'.)0& ! ('*5!"+!6 NN$*6.*1*+(& '5M&(L1+'0& ).'5+$$!"*6.*1*%!"+!
8&&'!"**58*&)!"*6 NN$*IM
"*(*%*+(1"*(%)& '5!"+!5.))*(*'!+(*+%&)"&2*$.)*+(*+%%&1.+!*5,.!"5.):
)*(*'!+%6*1!%&)%1"&&$(*+5.'*%%#.%1.6$.'*+'5' (! (+'1*!.*2&%!1$&%*$0!&
9*"+/.&( +'5 +!!*'!.&'- ,".$* $+'8 +8* +'5 $*+('.'8 2+!*(.+$% !.* 2&%! 1$&%*$0 !&
/&1+9 $+(0 +'5 *+($0 %1"&&$ +1".*/*2*'!#  "* + !"&(% +$%& )& '5 !"+! L>,;"*'
(*%*+(1"*(%2*+% (.'8 %1"&&$(*+5.'*%%8+6%1&'!(&$ )&(6+(*'!.'8 5.))*(*'1*%-!"*
(+1.+$+'5*!"'.18+6%'+((&,90:6*(1*'!#M"*6&/*(!08+6'+((&,%%.8'.):
.1+'!$0+%,*$$# 
?+17*5 90 !".% 9&50 &) (*%*+(1"- "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2% "+/* (*1*./*5 /*(0
%!(&'8% 66&(!)(&22+'0= +(!*(%#4&'%*(/+!./*%$.7*)&(2*(*6 9$.1+'*'+!&(
.!?&'5$.7*5!"*.5*+&)"*$6.'86+(*'!%9*!"*.(1".$5<%).(%!!*+1"*(#B .9*(+$
'&'6(&).!% $.7* !"* 4*'!*( )&( +, +'5 &1.+$ &$.10C +'5 !"* *, & '5+!.&'D

D

**+#4-% 6(+'&!*C-+!EQ.8$*(*!+$#-% 6(+'&!*B-+!#
 .29*($0 # &,+(5 H O*+''*?(&&7%: ''- "* &$*&) &2*:.%.!.'8 (&8(+2% .' (*/*'!.'8 4".$5
9 %*+'5 *8$*1!-D ! (*&)4".$5(*'-+$$D-+!D-D-C%!+!.'8!"+!!"*05&%&5*%6.!*= *%:
!.&'%+9& !*)).1+10 #

 **- *#8#- O*+''* ?(&&7%: '' H .%+ ?# +(72+'- "* 4&'!(.9 !.&' &)+(*'!.'8 !& !"'.1 +'5+1.+$
+6%.'1"&&$*+5.'*%%-"* ! (*&)4".$5(*'-6(.'8-+!D-:E&%%#"&26%&'-"*
&&!%&)1"&&$*+5.'*%%.'&1.+$+'52&!.&'+$*/*$&62*'!-"*+ ))2+'+($05 1#31"+'8*C-
D: %*1 (*$0+!!+1"*51".$5(*'5&9*!!*(.'%1"&&$ #

**?(&&7%: ''H+(72+'-% 6(+'&!*-+!:#

**4&'/*(%+!.&',.!"O*+''*?(&&7%: ''-"*/+$ +!.&'31"+'8*-.'!*(:-+!-:

**.5#E?(&&7%: ''H+(72+'-% 6(+'&!*-+!,+(2!",& $5'&!9**36*1!*5!&.'1(*+%*/&1+9:
$+(0.'!"*+9%*'1*&)2&(*!+$7.'8 #

?(&&7%: ''H+(72+'-% 6(+'&!*-+!B1.!.'8*/.5*'1*!"+!6+(*'!.'8*36$+.'*5!&&)!"*
8+6-+)!*(1&'!(&$$.'8)&(6+(*'!*5 1+!.&'-.'1&2*+'52&!"*(<%!*%!%1&(*% #

5#1.!.'8(*%*+(1"!"+!6+(*'!.'86(+1!.1*%+11& '!)&(!&&)!"*6&/*(!0+1".*/*2*'!8+6 #
B
*'+!&(?&'51(*+!*5!"*+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%6(&8(+2+%8&/*('&(&).%%& (.+'5%6&'%&(*5)*5*(+$$*8.%:
$+!.&'!&) '5"&2*/.%.!.'8.'!"*##*'+!*)&(2+'00*+(%#**.')(+'&!*%B:C+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
C
 ** 8*'*(+$$0 4".$5 4+(* H +($0 5 1+!.&'- 4$+%6- "!!6,,,#1$+%6#&(8.%% *%1".$5:1+(*:+'5:*+($0:
*5 1+!.&'$+%!+11*%%*5+(#- #$!"& 8".!)&1 %*%2&(*"*+/.$0&'*+($01".$51+(*!"+'&'6+(*'!






:;


 





      



"&6*5!&9(*+7!"*101$*&)6&/*(!090"*$6.'8+!:(.%71".$5(*'+((./*+!%1"&&$2&(*
(*+50!&% 11**5#
' +' .')$ *'!.+$ 9&&7 1&$$*1!.'8 5+!+ &' !"* (+1.+$ +1".*/*2*'! 8+6- ?(&&7%:
 ''+'5+(72+'%+.5L>1;"+'8.'8!"*,+06+(*'!%5*+$,.!"!"*.(1".$5(*'2+0
9* !"* %.'8$* 2&%! .26&(!+'! !".'8 ,* 1+' 5& !& .26(&/* 1".$5(*'<% 1&8'.!./*
%7.$$%#M"*##5/.%&(0?&+(5&'4".$59 %*+'5 *8$*1!1&'1$ 5*5!"+!L'&
&!"*(%.'8$*.'!*(/*'!.&'"+%!"*6(&2.%*!"+!"&2*/.%.!+!.&'5&*%#M".%,+%)&$:
$&,*590*'5&(%*2*'!%)(&2!"*2*(.1+'1+5*20&)*5.+!(.1%-!"*+%7&(1*
&'4&22 '.!0(*/*'!./**(/.1*%-!"* +!.&'+$1+5*20&)1.*'1*%-!"* +!.&':
+$&/*('&(%%%&1.+!.&'+'5!"*&($5*+$!" (8+'.N+!.&'#
 66&(! .% '&! './*(%+$E %&2* 1(.!.1% )*+( !"* (.%7 &) 1 $! (+$ .26*(.+$.%2#
&'*!"*$*%%-% 66&(!)&(6+(*'!*5 1+!.&'+'5% 66&(!6(&8(+2%(*2+.'%*3!(+&(5.:
'+(.$0,.5*%6(*+5#
% + (*% $!- "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2% "+/* 8(&,' %!*+5.$0 .' ' 29*( &/*( !"*
6+%! )*, 5*1+5*%# ?0 !"* )+$$ &) D- @ %! 9*)&(* !"* '*, )*5*(+$ "&2* /.%.!.'8
6(&8(+2 ,+% *'+1!*5- "&2* /.%.!+!.&' 6(&8(+2% &6*(+!*5 .' +$$  %!+!*% +'5 !"*
.%!(.1!&)4&$ 29.+#&!+$) '5.'8)(&26(./+!*+'56 9$.1%& (1*%,+%*%!.2+!:
*5!&)+$$9*!,**'AB2.$$.&'+'5A9.$$.&'+'' +$$0-% 66&(!.'8"&2*/.%.!%)&(
+'*%!.2+!*5-:-)+2.$.*%# $!"& 8""&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%5.))*(
,.5*$0.'!"*.(&6*(+!.&'%+'5!+(8*!+'+((+0&)1".$5+'5)+2.$0& !1&2*%(+'8.'8
)(&21".$55*/*$&62*'!!&)+2.$0%*$):% )).1.*'10-!"*0+(*9& '5!&8*!"*(90!"*
9*$.*)!"+!"&2* /.%.!% ,.$$ .26(&/*6+(*'!.'8 6(+1!.1*%+'5- .'!".% ,+0- *'"+'1*
1".$55*/*$&62*'!#B

 !  "!       

"*1+%*)&(.'/*%!.'86 9$.1) '5%.'"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%,+%9&$%!*(*590


*5 1+!.&'-4 $&99.*5"*+/.$0!&8*!+)*5*(+$"&2*/.%.!.'89.$$!"+!).!.!%6(.&(.!.*%#**.')(+'&!*DB
+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
D
 ** 8*'*(+$$0 &2* .%.!.'8 4+26+.8'- *, !# H 4&'% 2*( '.!.+!./*%- *,-
"!!6,,,#6*,%!+!*%#&(86(&@*1!%"&2*:/.%.!.'8:1+26+.8':C $+%!+11*%%*5+(#- #

O*'17%H".$$.6%-% 6(+'&!*-+! #

 *9&(+" +(&- &2* .%.!+!.&' %%*%%.'8 (&8(*%%- +'+8.'8 36*1!+!.&'%   - +/+.$+9$* +!
"!!6,,,#1"+6.'"+$$#&(8%.!*%5*)+ $!).$*%&$5K(*6&(!%#65)#

O##.$*'**!+$#-4&26&'*'!%%%&1.+!*5.!"&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2 !1&2*%*!+:'+$0%.%-
*5.+!(.1%-#

** .%+*$6.!- !"*(*&6$*<%4".$5(*'4 $! (+$4&')$.1!.'!"*4$+%%(&&2-DD L5&'&!+5/&1+!*
!"+!.!.%!"*%1"&&$<%@&9!&+!!*26!!&1"+'8*!"*"&2*%&)6&&(+'5'&',".!*1".$5(*'!&2+!1"!"*"&2*&)
!"&%*.'!"*1 $! (*&)6&,*(#"+!2+0.'5**590+)&(2&)1 $! (+$8*'&1.5*#M #

**2.$.*!&$!N) %H+(*'# 0'1"-4&'8#*%*+(1"*(/#-B-&2*.%.!+!.&')&(+2.$.*%,.!"
G& '84".$5(*'D '&!.'8+1 ((*'!L6"+%*&)9(&+56&6 $+(.!0M #

5#+! 22+(0#

5#+9& !R&)+$$)+2.$.*%B#2.$$.&' ,.!"1".$5(*' '5*(%.30*+(%&)+8* #
B
**&,+(5H?(&&7%: ''-% 6(+'&!*-+!#
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>&$#

*+($0*/+$ +!.&'%&)6(&8(+2%$.7**+$!"0+2.$.*%2*(.1++'5+(*'!%+%*+1":
*(%-,".1"%"&,*5%.8'.).1+'!.26(&/*2*'!%.'6+(*'!.'8+'51".$55*/*$&62*'!#C
'DD-"&,*/*(-%*(.& %= *%!.&'%,*(*(+.%*5+9& !!"*+1! +$9*'*).!%#D(*:
/.*,&)!"*(*%*+(1"90!*/*'?+('*%+'5".%1&$$*+8 *%1&'1$ 5*5L!"*(*.%$.!!$*
(*%*+(1" */.5*'1* !& % 66&(! !"* +%% 26!.&' !"+! 6+(*'! %*(/.1*% +))*1! 1".$5 & !:
1&2*%#M& (0*+(%$+!*(-*+''+&290+'5"*(1&$$*+8 *%1&'1$ 5*5!"+!2&%!
&)!"*%! 5.*56(&8(+2%6(&/.5*5'&%.8'.).1+'!9*'*).!%)&(+2+@&(.!0&)!"*5*/*$:
&62*'!+$5&2+.'%2*+% (*5+'52+'0%"&,*5'&6&%.!./*9*'*).!%+!+$$#"*+ :
!"&(%1+$$*5!"*(+(.!0&)6(&/*'8+.'%L%&9*(.'8M+'51&'1$ 5*5!"+!L1".$5(*'<%
5*/*$&62*'!.%9*!!*(6(&2&!*5!"(& 8"2&(*1".$5:)&1 %*5.'!*(/*'!.&'%>$.7*6(*:
%1"&&$%;#M
O*+' +0N*(+'5"*(1&$$*+8 *%,*(**= +$$06*%%.2.%!.1.'+DDD(*6&(!!&!"*
*6+(!2*'!&)*+$!"+'5 2+'*(/.1*%#".$*)+2.$0% 66&(!%*(/.1*%.'8*':
*(+$ "+5 + %2+$$ 6&%.!./* .26+1!- "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2% .' 6+(!.1 $+( 5.5 '&!#
"*+ !"&(%1&'1$ 5*5

"*+%% 26!.&'!"+!6+(*'!%$+17!"*'*1*%%+(0%7.$$%!&9**))*1!./*!*+1"*(%&)
!"*.(1".$5(*'"+%$*5!&!"*,.5*%6(*+5 %*&)6+(*'!.'8*5 1+!.&'.')+2.$0% 66&(!
6(&8(+2%#"*(*.%'&*/.5*'1*&).!%*))*1!./*'*%%.'6(&2&!.'81".$5(*'<%1&8'.:
!./*5*/*$&62*'!# &(.%.!1$*+(!"+!+55.'86+(*'!*5 1+!.&'!&5.(*1!%*(/.1*%!&
1".$5(*'1&')*(%+'+55.!.&'+$9*'*).!# 

"*'(#+/.5 $5%1(*+!*5!"* (%*:+2.$0+(!'*(%".6  6(&8(+2.'
$2.(+- *,G&(7+'5(*6$.1+!*5.!.'*26".%+'5*'/*(# ,+%*/+$ +!*5.'
2 $!.6$*(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%+'51&'%.%!*'!$06(&5 1*5%.N*+9$*8+.'%.'1".$55*/*$:
&62*'!+2&'8".8"(.%7)+2.$.*%#B &$$&,: 6%! 5.*%)& '5!"+!8+.'%$+%!*5.'!&


C

**.')(+'&!*%D:+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!5*%1(.9.'8!"**+($0(*%*+(1"&' #
**&,+(5H?(&&7%: ''-% 6(+'&!*-+!D#

+8'*(H4$+0!&'-% 6(+'&!* -+!= &!.'8##?+('*%*!+$#- +!.&'+$/+$ +!.&'&)+2.$0 6:
6&(!(&8(+2%*/.*,&)*%*+(1"&' 66&(!./*'!*(/*'!.&'%)&(4".$5(*'+'5+2.$.*%:BDCC #

*+''+#&290*!+$#-&2*.%.!.'8*1*'!(&8(+2/+$ +!.&'%S'+$0%.%+'5*1&22*'5+!.&'%-D
 ! (*&)4".$5(*'-6(.'8DDD-+!-#

5#+! #

 5# +!  $&&7.'8 +! 6(&8(+2% ,.!"& ! 1".$5 1+(*1&26&'*'!% # L'0'*,*36+'%.&' &)"&2*/.%.!.'8
6(&8(+2% %"& $5 9* (*+%%*%%*5 .' $.8"! &) !"*%* ).'5.'8%#M  5# +! #  L'!*'%./* './*(%+$ "&2* /.%.!.'8
6(&9+9$0,.$$'&!$*+5!&9(&+59*'*).!%#M #5#+!"*(*+1"*5+%.2.$+(1&'1$ %.&'.'++(!.1$*#*+':
'+#&290-&2*.%.!+!.&'' !1&2*%&(4".$5(*''5+(*'!% L&%!2*!+:+'+$0%*%
+'5$.!*(+! (*(*/.*,%&))*(&'*1$*+(1&'1$ %.&'$+(8*9*'*).!%.'1".$5(*'<%1&8'.!./*5*/*$&62*'!+(*2&%!
$.7*$0 ,"*' %*(/.1*% )&1 % 5.(*1!$0 &' !"*1".$5-+'5'&! ,"*'!"*0 (*$0 6&' 6+(*'!%!& .'!*(/*'*,.!"!"*
1".$5-+%2&%!"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%5&#M #**+$%&?(&&7%: '' H+(72+'-% 6(+'&!*-+!:
1&'!(+%!.'8"&2*/.%.!.'8,.!"1*'!*(:9+%*%*+($01".$5"&&56(&8(+2% #

 O*+' # +0N*( *! +$#- +!.&'+$/+$ +!.&' &)+2.$0  66&(! (&8(+2%- .'+$*6&(!- &$# "* *!+:
'+$0%.% #

**.5+!:#

5#+!:+$%&'&!.'8!"+!+55.'86+(*'!*5 1+!.&'!&6(*%1"&&$6(&8(+2%"+5'&!9**'6(&/*'!&9**):
)*1!./* #
B
**-*#8#-+/.5 # $5%*!+$#-))*1!%&) (%*&2*:.%.!.'8&'+!*('+$ .)*4& (%*+'54".$5*/*$:
D





:;


 





      



+5&$*%1*'1*#C <% % 11*%% 8*'*(+!*5 8(*+! *'!" %.+%2 +'5 +$2&%! %.'8$*:
"+'5*5$0,.5*'*5% 66&(!)&("&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%#D
G*!-(*1*'!$.!*(+! (*(*/.*,%"+/*%& '5*5&'$0%$.8"!$02&(*&6!.2.%!.1+9& !
!"*/+$ *&)&!"*("&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%#'D-.29*($0&,+(5+'5O*+''*
?(&&7%: '')& '5%&2**/.5*'1*!"+!"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%1& $5.26(&/*2+:
!*('+$ 6+(*'!.'8 6(+1!.1*% +'5 L!& + $*%%*( *3!*'!M 1".$5(*'<% 1&8'.!./* 5*/*$&6:
2*'!# "*6+!!*('&)*))*1!./*'*%%,+%2.3*5#&2*%! 5.*%%"&,*5.26+1!-9 !
&!"*(% 5.5 '&!E 6(&8(+2% !06.1+$$0 +))*1!*5 &'* & !1&2* 9 ! '&! &!"*(% +'5 &)!*'
&'$0 )&( + 6+(!.1 $+( % 9%*! &) )+2.$.*%#  "*0 )& '5 !"+! !"* $.!*(+! (* .% L%&2*:
,"+! 1&')$.1!.'8 (*8+(5.'8 *%%*'!.+$$0 */*(0 & !1&2* '5*( %! 50#M   /*(+$$-
5*2&'%!(+!*51&8'.!./*8+.'%)&(1".$5(*',*(*!"**31*6!.&'(+!"*(!"+'!"*( $*# 
*6+(+!*$0-&2901&'1$ 5*5!"+!!"*6&6 $+(.!0&)"&2*/.%.!.'8L"+%9**'5(./*'
90!"*(*% $!%&)+)*,%! 5.*%&)6(&8(+2%% 1"+%!"* (%*:+2.$0+(!'*(%".6#M 
"*(*%6&'%*!&!"*%*5.%+66&.'!.'8).'5.'8%"+%9**'= .!*(*/*+$.'8# '!"*
&'*"+'5-!"*+ !"&(%&)!"*(*/.*,%1&22&'$01+$$)&((*5 1*5*36*1!+!.&'% +'5
6&.'!& !!"* ,*+7 (*%*+(1" 2*!"&5&$&8.*%!06.1+$$0 %*5 !&*/+$ +!*6(&8(+2%.'
!".% ).*$5- % 1" +% !"* $+17 &) (+'5&2.N*5 !(.+$%#  ' !"* &!"*( "+'5- 2&%! *+($0
1".$5"&&5*36*(!%1&'!.' *!&9*$.*/*!"+!".8"= +$.!06+(*'!*5 1+!.&'1+'1"+'8*
1".$5(*'<% $./*%# *%6.!* 1&'1$ 5.'8 !"+! %*(.& % = *%!.&'% *3.%! +9& ! 9&!" %"&(!
+'5$&'8!*(29*'*).!%-&,+(5+'5?(&&7%: ''.'%.%!*5!"+!L!"**/.5*'1*9+%*
% 88*%!% 2 1" 2&(* %!(&'8$0 >!"+' */*(; !"* .26&(!+'! 9*'*).!% &) "&2*:/.%.!.'8
6(&8(+2%)&(6+(*'!%+'51".$5(*'#M B"*0'&!*5!"+!$*+5*(%.'!"*).*$58*'*(+$$0
+8(**5- %!+!.'8 !"+! L5*%6.!* = *%!.&'% +9& ! !"* %"&(!: +'5 $&'8:!*(2 9*'*).!% &)
"&2* /.%.!.'8- !"*&(.%!% +'5 6&$.10 2+7*(% +$.7* 9*$.*/* %!(&'8$0 !"+! .! 1+' 9* +
9*'*).1.+$ +'5 1&%!:*))*1!./* %!(+!*80 )&( 6(&/.5.'8 %*(/.1*% !& )+2.$.*% +'5 1".$:


&62*'!8* &$$&,:6*% $!%&)++'5&2.N*5(.+$-4 >"*(*.'+)!*(8* 
&$$&,:6;
C
+/.5 # $5%*!+$#-(*'+!+$+'5')+'10&2*.%.!+!.&'90 (%*%*1*'!.'5.'8%-D ! (*&)4".$:
5(*'- DDD (*/.*,.'8& !1&2*%&)!"*+5&$*%1*'!1".$5(*'&)6&&( '2+((.*52&!"*(%,"&(*1*./*5
 #
D
**&290-% 6(+'&!*-+!L"*6&6 $+(.!0&)"&2*/.%.!.'8"+%9**'5(./*'90!"*(*% $!%&)+)*,
%! 5.*%&)6(&8(+2%% 1"+%!"* (%*:+2.$0+(!'*(%".6#M #

&,+(5H?(&&7%: ''-% 6(+'&!*-+!CL)!*('*+($0+'&!"*(5*1+5*&)(*%*+(1">%.'1*!"*DDD
&290 (*/.*,;- 2+'0 1&'1*('% (*2+.'- 9 ! !"* */.5*'1* 9+%* % 88*%!% 2 1" 2&(* %!(&'8$0 !"* .26&(!+'!
9*'*).!%&)"&2*:/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%)&(6+(*'!%+'51".$5(*'#M #

**.5#+!:-+9$*#

5#+!C#

**.5#+!:-+9$*%"&,.'82&%!&)!"*(*/.*,*52&5*$%"+5'&.26+1! '$*%%1&29.'*5,.!"1".$5
1+(* #

&290-% 6(+'&!*-+!#

**-*#8#-O*''.)*(%! !&H + *$$*'-&2*.%.!+!.&'+'5G& '84".$5(*''66(&+1"&(!"':
/*%!.'8.'I-&1<0)&(*%#.'4".$5*/#-D 1+$$.'8)&(1+ !.&'.'*36*1!+!.&'% E+(&-% 6(+'&!*
-+!L2+'+8**36*1!+!.&'%M E&290-% 6(+'&!*-+!L) '5*(%%"& $52+.'!+.'2&5*%!*36*1!+!.&'%
)&(,"+!"&2*/.%.!.'8+$&'*1+'+11&26$.%"M E&,+(5H?(&&7%: ''-% 6(+'&!*-+!CL.26&(!+'!!&
(*1&8'.N*!"*$.2.!% #
**%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+'&!* -+!#
B
&,+(5H?(&&7%: ''-% 6(+'&!*-+!C#
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>&$#

5(*'#M C
"*%*5./*(8*'!/.*,%.$$ %!(+!*!"*'**5)&(*/.5*'1*:9+%*5) '5.'8# D".$*
%&2* 5*$./*(0 2&5*$% "+/* 6(&5 1*5 6&%.!./* & !1&2*%- 2+'0 "+/* '&!#  +!"*(
!"+'2+7*+'+$$:&(:'&!".'85*1.%.&'+9& !) '5.'8"&2* /.%.!.'86(&8(+2%-4&':
8(*%%,.%*$01"&%*!&(*%!(.1!) '5.'8!&!"*2&5*$%,.!"6(&/*'.26+1!#
#   G

"*.'! .!./*+66*+$&)6+(*'!*5 1+!.&'6(&8(+2%-+$&'8,.!"2& '!+.'%&))+:
/&(+9$*1&((*$+!.&'+$(*%*+(1"-6(&26!*5%*/*(+$)*5*(+$$+,2+7*(%!&,&(76*(%.%:
!*'!$0)&(+5*1+5*!&*'+1!+)*5*(+$) '5.'86(&8(+2# 66&(!,+%9.6+(!.%+'+'5
$!.2+!*$01 $2.'+!*5.'+5&6!.&'&)!"*&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2#!%$*8.%$+!./*".%:
!&(0".8"$.8"!%+1*'!(+$1"+$$*'8*)&($+,2+7*(%,"&,.%"!&5.(*1!) '5.'8!&,+(5
*/.5*'1*:9+%*56(&8(+2%#?&!"$+,2+7*(%+'5$&990.%!%"+/*,.5*$05.))*(.'89*:
$.*)%+9& !,"+!.!2*+'%)&(+6(&8(+2!&9*L*/.5*'1*:9+%*5#M
'-*6 9$.1+'*'+!&(4"(.%!&6"*(?&'5&).%%& (.-+$&'8,.!"*6 9:
$.1+'*'+!&(O.2+$*'!-+$%&&).%%& (.-+'5*2&1(+!.1*'+!&(.17 (9.'&)
$$.'&.%- .'!(&5 1*5 !"* ).(%! .!*(+!.&' &) !"* 5 1+!.&' ?*8.'% +! &2* 1!#B %
8&/*('&( &) .%%& (.- ?&'5 "+5 "*$6*5 1(*+!* + %!+!*:) '5*5 +(*'!% +% *+1"*(%
 "&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2#.%9.$$,& $56(&/.5*)*5*(+$) '5.'8!&%!+!*%)&(
!"*1(*+!.&'&(*36+'%.&'&)+6(&8(+2&(L&!"*(6(&8(+2%&)*+($01".$5"&&5
"&2*/.%.!+!.&'#MB
'!"*'*3!%*%%.&'&)4&'8(*%%-!"*D!"-?&'5(*.'!(&5 1*5".%9.$$-9 !!".%
!.2*".%9.$$2+5*.!%).(%!*36$.1.!(*)*(*'1*!&6(&8(+2= +$.!0# '5.'8,& $59*
$.2.!*5 !& L= +$.!0M 6(&8(+2% !"+! ,*(* L(*%*+(1":9+%*5#MB ' !"* & %*- *6(*:
%*'!+!./* +''0 +/.%: .'!(&5 1*5 + 5.))*(*'!/*(%.&' &)!"* 5 1+!.&'?*:
8.'%+!&2*1!!"+!1&'!+.'*5+'.26&(!+'!+55.!.&'+$1(.!*(.&'# B"**1(*!+(0
&)*+$!"+'5 2+'*(/.1*% ,+%.'%!( 1!*5!&!(*+!%!+!*8(+'!+66$.1+!.&'%
2&(*)+/&(+9$0.)-+%6+(!&)!"*.(8(+'!*/+$ +!.&'-!"*0L.'1&(6&(+!*>5;1&26+(.%&'
&(1&'!(&$8(& 6%.'!"*.(%*(/.1*5*$./*(02&5*$#MB'5*(!".%/*(%.&'&)!"*1!-
!"*8(+'!%,& $5%*(/*+5 +$6 (6&%*E!"*0,& $56(&/.5*"&2*/.%.!.'8%*(/.1*%


C
5#'&!.'8.26+1!&'6+(*'!.'8+'51&8'.!./*5*/*$&62*'! E%**+$%&%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+'&!* -+!
'&!.'8!"*%6$.!.'(*%6&'%*%!&!"*1 ((*'!*/.5*'1* #
D
**.1"+(5#**/*%H.29*($0&,+(5-"*+(*'!.'8+6 1&'1$ 5.'8!"+!L!"*(.8"!= *%:
!.&'.%'&!,"*!"*(6+(*'!.'86(&8(+2%,&(79 !(+!"*(,".1"6+(*'!.'86(&8(+2%,&(7M #
B
5 1+!.&'?*8.'%!&2*1!-#-C!"4&'8#.'!(&5 1*5+0- #
B
5#
B
5 1+!.&'?*8.'%+!&2*1!-#-D!"4&'8#F)  .'!(&5 1*5+(#- #
B
5 1+!.&'?*8.'%+!&2*1!-## C-D!"4&'8#F)  .'!(&5 1*5O $0D- #"*& %*
/*(%.&'2+'5+!*5!"+!6(&8(+2%9*L8(& '5*5.' *26.(.1+$$0:9+%*57'&,$*58*(*$+!*5!&"&2*/.%.!.'8+'5
$.'7*5!&6(&8(+2:5*!*(2.'*5& !1&2*%#M5#?&!"!"*& %*+'5*'+!*/*(%.&'%,& $5"+/*6(&/.5*5A
2.$$.&'&/*(!"(**0*+(%)&(*36+'%.&'&)%!+!*"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%#5#+!F9  #**+$%&#+!F
9  #
B
## C+!F5  #
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,".$*+!!"*%+2*!.2*6(&5 1.'8& !1&2*%(*%*+(1"!"+!,& $5.')&(2) ! (*) '5:
.'85*1.%.&'%#"*9.$$.26$.1.!$0+17'&,$*58*5!"*'**5!&).'52&(*"&2*/.%.!.'8
2&5*$%,.!"2*+% (+9$*(*% $!%# *.!"*(!"**'+!*9.$$'&(!"*& %*9.$$6+%%*5#
?&'5 +'5 +/.% !(.*5 +8+.' .' !"* !" 4&'8(*%%#B ?&'5 %!(*'8!"*'*5 ".%
B *'+!* 9.$$ 90 9&((&,.'8 !"* $+'8 +8* .' !"*  & %* 9.$$ !"+! "+5 *3:
6(*%%*5 + 6(*)*(*'1* )&( !"* %* &) 1&26+(.%&' 8(& 6% !& */+$ +!* ) '5*5 6(&:
8(+2%#B *+',".$*-+/.%(*6$+1*5!"+!(*= .(*2*'!,.!"+'*/*'!& 8"*(&'*.'
!"*B& %*9.$$-,".1"(*= .(*5  !*%!.'8&)+$$) '5*5"&2*/.%.!.'86(&:
8(+2%#!+!*%1& $5&'$0 %*"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$%,.!"+!$*+%!&'*%! 506 9$.%"*5
.'+6**((*/.*,*5@& ('+$%"&,.'86&%.!./*& !1&2*%#BB '1*+8+.'-!"*9.$$%)+.$*5
!&6+%%#BC

?&!" 9.$$% ,*(* (*.'!(&5 1*5 .' D *%%*'!.+$$0 '1"+'8*5-BD 9 !
!"*0,& $59**1$.6%*590+6(&6&%+$)(&2!"* 9+2++52.'.%!(+!.&''
6(.$ D- (*%.5*'! 9+2+ +''& '1*5 + 6(&6&%*5 9 58*! )&( G  !"+! .':
1$ 5*5AC#9.$$.&'&/*(!*'0*+(%)&("&2*/.%.!.'8#C"*".!*& %*6(&6&%*5
!&1(*+!*+L (%*&2*.%.!+!.&'6(&8(+2-,".1",& $56(&/.5*) '5%!&!+!*%
!& 6(&/.5* "&2* /.%.!% 90 !(+.'*5 ' (%*% !& ).(%!:!.2* $&,:.'1&2* 2&!"*(% +'5
2&!"*(%:!&:9*#MC
"* 6(&8(+2 ,& $5 "+/* !,& !.*(%#  (.2+(0 ) '5.'8 ,& $5 9* !+(8*!*5 +!
L"&2* /.%.!+!.&' 2&5*$% !"+! "+/* 9**' (.8&(& %$0 */+$ +!*5 +'5 %"&,' !& "+/*
6&%.!./**))*1!%&'1( 1.+$& !1&2*%)&(1".$5(*'+'5)+2.$.*%#MC%+(*% $!-&'$0
!"*2&%!1$*+($06(&/*'6(&8(+2%,& $59**$.8.9$*)&(!"*6(.2+(06&&$&)) '5%#
"* &9/.& % !+(8*! "*(* ,+% !"* (%* +2.$0 +(!'*(%".6    "&2* /.%.!.'8
6(&8(+2# "+56(&5 1*55(+2+!.18+.'%)&(+!:(.%71".$5(*'.'+%*(.*%&)".8"$0
(.8&(& % %! 5.*% %.'8 (+'5&2.N*5 1&'!(&$$*5 !(.+$%#C "* +52.'.%!(+!.&' .'%.%!*5
!"+!+'0&!"*() '5*56(&8(+2%"+/**= +$$0(.8&(& %6(&&)&)*))*1!./*'*%%#
 2 1" %2+$$*( 6&&$ &) ) '5% ,& $5 9* 6(&/.5*5 )&( %!+!*% !& .26$*2*'!


B

# B-!"4&'8#.'!(&5 1*5*9# -B E##-!"4&'8#.'!(&5 1*5+0 -B 
##-!"4&'8#F)   #
BB
 5# +!F9  #!.%'&!1$*+(,"*!"*(!"*(*= .(*2*'! &)+L(*%*+(1" 9+%.%M+66$.*%!&!"*1&'!*'!&)!"*
6(&8(+2-!&!"*6(&8(+2%& !1&2*%-&(9&!"#"*9.$$+ !"&(.N*5A2.$$.&')&(!"*).(%!&))./*0*+(%#5#
BC
 &,*/*(- !"* ? %" 52.'.%!(+!.&' '&!*5 !"+! %!+!*% 5.5 '&! +$,+0% )&$$&, L6(&/*':*))*1!./*M 2&5*$% &)
"&2*/.%.!+!.&' +'5(*= *%!*5A 2.$$.&' )&( G C !&"*$6 %!+!*%) ''*$*3.%!.'8 (*%& (1*%.'!&6(&/*'
2&5*$%#4&'8(*%%+66(&/*5-9 !%!.6 $+!*5!"+!L*'% (*!"+!!+!*% %*!"*) '5%!&% 66&(!2&5*$%!"+!
"+/*9**'%"&,'-.',*$$:5*%.8'*5(+'5&2.N*51&'!(&$$*5!(.+$%-!&6(&5 1*%.N*+9$*-% %!+.'*5*))*1!%&'.2:
6&(!+'!1".$5& !1&2*%% 1"+%+9 %*+'5'*8$*1!#M2.$.*!&$!N) %H+(*' 0'1"-4&'8#*%*+(1"*(/#-
&2*.%.!+!.&')&(+2.$.*%,.!"G& '84".$5(*'D #
BD
(677  %8 ! 7 699:;E 669<  %8 !  =9 699:; 
(  +/  ! +)(    - ) % 
C
***#8#O*''.)*(%! !&+'5 + *$$*'-&2*.%.!+!.&'+'5G& '84".$5(*''66(&+1"&(!"':
/*%!.'8-  &1.+$ &$.10 *6&(!- '&#  D  +! E &' +%7.'% *! +$#- 4&22*'!+(0- &2* .%.!.'8 (&:
8(+2%'3+26$*&)&1.+$1.*'1*')$ *'1.'8&$.10-&1.+$&$.10*6&(!-'&#D +!B>"*(*.'+):
!*(&1.+$1.*'1*')$ *'1.'8&$.10;#
C
 )).1*&)82!#H? 58*!- *,(+&)*%6&'%.9.$.!0*'*,.'82*(.1+<%(&2.%*BD "*(*.':
+)!*(L ?!+!*2*'!)&(GM#
C
%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+'&!*C-+!= &!.'8)(&2+".!*& %*6(*%%(*$*+%* #
C
**.')(+'&!*%C:D+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
B
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>&$#

L6(&2.%.'86(&8(+2%#M"*%*,*(*6(&8(+2%,.!"6(&2.%.'86(*$.2.'+(0& !1&2*%
9 !.'% )).1.*'!(*$.+9$**/.5*'1* !&= +$.)0 +%*/.5*'1*:9+%*5#C "*' 5*%1(.9.'8
!".%%*1&'5!.*(&)) '5.'8-*!*( (N+8-.(*1!&(&)!"* )).1*&)+'+8*2*'!+'5
? 58*!+'5+1$&%*+5/.%&(&)!"*6(*%.5*'!-%+.5L>$;*!<%!(0!"&%*!&&-9 !(.8&(& %:
$0*/+$ +!*!"*2+'5%**,"*!"*(!"*0,&(7# /*(!.2*-,*"&6*!"+!%&2*&)!"&%*
6(&8(+2%,.$$2&/*.'!&!"*!&6!.*(P9 !-.)'&!-,*<$$(*5.(*1!!"*.() '5%!&&!":
*(-2&(*6(&2.%.'8*))&(!%#MC
+($0 1".$5"&&5 .'%.5*(% (*+$.N*5 .22*5.+!*$0 !"+! !"* +52.'.%!(+!.&'<% 6(&:
8(+2,+%.'!*'5*5!&*36+'5!"* (%*:+2.$0+(!'*(%".66(&8(+2# '$0!"* 
6(&8(+2"+5+!(+17(*1&(5&)$+(8*-5 (+9$*-+'51&'%.%!*'!$06&%.!./**))*1!%.'+
%*(.*%&)(+'5&2.N*51&'!(&$$*5!(.+$%#C $!"& 8"!"* 9+2+6(&6&%+$5.5'&!2*':
!.&' !"* (%* +2.$0 +(!'*(%".6 90 '+2*- !"* !"(*%"&$5% .! .26&%*5 .26$.1.!$0
%.'8$*5& ! # &(*3+26$*-!"*6(&6&%+$!+(8*!*5' (%*%-(+!"*(!"+'!"*,.5*
+((+0&)*+($0*5 1+!&(%+'5%&1.+$,&(7*(%,"&1&22&'$06(&/.5*"&2*/.%.!.'8
%*(/.1*%#CB'*36$+.'.'8!"*(+!.&'+$*)&(!".%) '5.'8-!"*+52.'.%!(+!.&'+$%&(*$.*5
&'!"* (*%*+(1"-+(8 .'8!"+!!"*6(&8(+2.!,+'!*5!&*36+'5L"+%9**'(.8&(:
& %$0*/+$ +!*5&/*(!.2*+'56(&/*'!&"+/*$&'8:!*(2*))*1!%M+'5!"+!.!"+51&':
)*((*5+L(*! (':&':.'/*%!2*'!>&);9*!,**'A+'5A 6*(5&$$+(.'/*%!*5#MCC?&!"
(*)*(*'1*%,*(*1$*+($0!& #CD
"*+52.'.%!(+!.&'<%9*$.*)!"+! ,+%!"*9*%!&)!"**3.%!.'8"&2*/.%.!.'8
6(&8(+2% ,+% ,.5*$0 %"+(*5 90 *36*(!% .' !"* ).*$5#D "* (%* +2.$0 +(!'*(:
%".66(&8(+2"+56(&5 1*55 (+9$*6&%.!./*.26+1!%.'+%*(.*%&)(+'5&2.N*51&':
!(&$$*5 !(.+$% .' !"(** 5.))*(*'! 1.!.*% %*(/.'8 6&6 $+!.&'% ,.!" /*(0 5.))*(*'! 5*:
2&8(+6".1%#D ?*1+ %* .!% 1(*+!&(- (# +/.5 $5%- 9*$.*/*5 !"+! !"* 6(&8(+2<%
% 11*%%,+%!.*5/*(01$&%*$0!&)+.!") $.26$*2*'!+!.&'&)!"*2&5*$-"*"+5&'$0


C

%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+'&!*C-+!= &!.'8+".!*& %*,*96+8*-L55.!.&'+$) '5%,.$$9*+/+.$+9$*
)&(6(&2.%.'86(&8(+2%9+%*5&'2&5*$%,.!"*36*(.2*'!+$&(= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$(*%*+(1"*/.5*'1*&)*))*1:
!./*'*%%!"+!,.$$9*(.8&(& %$0!*%!*5!&+%%*%%!"*.(.26+1!#M #*!*( (N+8*'5&(%*5+!,&:!.*(+66(&+1"!"+!
,& $58./*2&%!&)!"*) '5.'8!&(.8&(& %$06(&/*'6(&8(+2%+'5+%2+$$*(6&(!.&'!&6(&2.%.'86(&8(+2%
,.!"L%&2*% 66&(!./**/.5*'1*-9 !'&!+%2 1"M!&5*/*$&6+'5(.8&(& %$0+%%*%%!"*.(2&5*$#*!*( (%N+8-
? .$5.'8 .8&(& % /.5*'1* !& (./* &$.10- ))# ) 82!# H ? 58*! O '* C- D- CD  -
"!!6,,,#,".!*"& %*#8&/&299$&8D C? .$5.'8.8&(& %/.5*'1*!&(./*&$.10 $+%! /.%.!*5 O '*
- #
C
 (%N+8-% 6(+'&!*C#
C
&1.+$1.*'1*')$ *'1.'8&$.10-% 6(+'&!*C-+!B'&!.'8!"(**5.))*(*'!1$.'.1+$!(.+$% #
CB
 ?!+!*2*'!)&(G-% 6(+'&!*C-+!B#
CC
5#
CD
 &1.+$ 1.*'1* ')$ *'1.'8 &$.10-% 6(+'&!* C-+! B $+0.'8 & ! %6*1.).1 (*)*(*'1*% !& !"* 2&5*$<% )*+:
! (*% #%&)!"**9( +(0D9 58*!9$ *6(.'!- 9+2+(*1&22*'5*5 6!&AC9.$$.&'&/*(!*'0*+(%)&(+
' (%* "&2*:/.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2 !+(8*!.'8 $&, .'1&2* 2&!"*(% .' &(5*( !& 9&&%! 1".$5 5*/*$&62*'!# 5# &'
+%7.'%*!+$#-&$.10?(.*)-&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8+$*&)/.5*'1*"+6.'8 9$.1&$.10-&$.10?(.*)-
"* ! (*&)4".$5(*'-+$$D-+!-:>"*(*.'+)!*(&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8;= &!.'8!"*9 58*!+%1+$$.'8
)&(+ L (%*&2*.%.!+!.&'M6(&8(+2 #"*% ((& '5.'8$+'8 +8*$*)! '&5& 9!!"+!!"*6(&8(+2"+5!"*
(%*:+2.$0+(!'*(%".62&5*$.'2.'5# 5# +! $+0.'8& !(*)*(*'1*%!&!"*2&5*$<%)*+! (*%-% 1"+%.!%
$.2.!+!.&'!&L).(%!:!.2*2&!"*(%+'52&!"*(%:!&:9*M #
D
&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8-% 6(+'&!*D-+!:#
D
5#+!#





:;


 





      

B

1+ !.& %$0 +$$&,*5 (*6$.1+!.&' .'&!"*(1.!.*%+'5&'$0 ,.!"1$&%*&/*(%.8"!#D "*
1&29.'+!.&'&)5(+2+!.1& !1&2*%.'2 $!.6$*(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%+'51+(*) $).5*$.!0
!& !"* 6(&/*' 2&5*$ 8*'*(+!*5 2+'0 % 66&(!*(%# "* ".!* & %* ,+% +2&'8
!"*2#D
% + (*% $!- 2+'0 *+($0 1".$5"&&5 +5/&1+!*% +'5 % 66&(!*(% &) &!"*( ,*$$:
*%!+9$.%"*5"&2*/.%.!.'8 2&5*$%)*+(*5!"+!!"*6(&6&%*56&&$&))*5*(+$) '5.'8
,& $5'&!9*+/+.$+9$*!&*36+'5+'0&)!"*&!"*(/*(06&6 $+("&2*/.%.!.'82&5:
*$% %*5+1(&%%!"*1& '!(0P6(&8(+2%,".1"*+($01".$5"&&5+5/&1+108(& 6%"+5
9**'% 66&(!.'8)&(0*+(%-$.7**+$!"+2.$.*%2*(.1+ -&2*'%!( 1!.&'
)&(+(*'!%&)(*%1"&&$G& '8%!*(%G +'5+(*'!%+%*+1"*(% #D
"* *+($0 1".$5"&&5 1&22 '.!0 (*%6&'5*5 %,.)!$0# +@&( "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&:
8(+2%-$.7*+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%-*+$!"0+2.$.*%2*(.1+-+'5G,*(*
%"&17*5!&"+/*9**'$*)!& !#D"*%$.8"!*56(&8(+2%,*(*2*29*(%&).')$ *'!.+$
+'5 *))*1!./* '+!.&'+$ 1&+$.!.&'% +'5 1".$5 +5/&1+10 8(& 6%# 1!.'8 /*(0 = .17$0-
!"*0 *'$.%!*5 &!"*( 1&+$.!.&' 2*29*(%- $.7* !"* 4*'!*( )&( +, +'5 &1.+$ &$.10
+'5!"*4".$5(*'<%*)*'%* '5-!&$&990&'!"*.(9*"+$)#D "*0+(8 *5!"+!*/*(0
"&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2 ,.!" */.5*'1* &) *))*1!./*'*%% %"& $5 9* *$.8.9$* )&( !"*
6(.2+(0!.*(&)) '5.'8*/*'.)!"*0$+17*5".8"$0(.8&(& %%! 5.*%!&1&').(2!"+!
.26+1!#DB
' 6(.$ - D- )& ( (*%6*1!*5 %1"&$+(% )(&2 !"* ).*$5 &) *+($0 1".$5"&&5
,(&!*+$*!!*(!&(*%.5*'! 9+2++(8 .'8!"+!.!,+% ',.%*!&%.'8$*& !&'*6(&:
8(+2 )&( % 66&(!#DC !"*( 1&22*'!+!&(% '&!*5 !"+! '+((&,$0 !+(8*!.'8 + 5*$./*(0
2&5*$!"+! %*(/*5 &'$0 ).(%! !.2*- $&,:.'1&2* 2&!"*(% ,"&*'(&$$*5 6(*'+!+$$0 &(
/*(0%&&'+)!*(5*$./*(0,& $5$*+/*2+'0+!:(.%7)+2.$.*% '%*(/*5#4&8'.N+'!!"+!
2&%!&)!"*&!"*(2&5*$%1& $5'&!9+%*!"*.(1$+.2%&)*))*1!./*'*%%&'!"*(*% $!%
&)(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%-!"*1(.!.1%+$%&+(8 *5!"+!6(&&)&)*))*1!./*'*%%%"& $5'&!9*
$.2.!*5 !& (+'5&2.N*5 !(.+$%#DD +'5&2.N*5 !(.+$% L6(&/.5* !&& $.!!$* 8 .5+'1* &'
"&,!&(*6$.1+!*!"*2&5*$+!% )).1.*'!%1+$*!&%*(/*!"*'+!.&'+$.'!*(*%!#M
 &((.*5!"+!4&'8(*%%,& $5,+!*(5&,'.!%*/.5*'!.+(0%!+'5+(5%-!"*4&+$.:
!.&')&(/.5*'1*:?+%*5(+1!.1*%!(&'8$0 (8*5!"*(*%.5*'!+'54&'8(*%%!&6(.:


D

5#L*$5&2"+%+'.'!*(/*'!.&'6(&8(+29**'%&1+(*) $$0!*%!*5+'5*36+'5*5,.!"% 1"%*(.& %+!!*'!.&'
!&8*!!.'8'*,%.!*%!&2+.'!+.').5*$.!0!&!"*6(&8(+22&5*$#M #?0C-!"*(*,*(* 6(&8(+2%-&)!*'
%2+$$-.'!,*'!0:)./*%!+!*%#5#
D
5#
D
5#2*'!.&'.'8*+$!"0+2.$.*%2*(.1+-!"*+(*'!:4".$5&2*(&8(+2-+'5G: #
D
&1.+$1.*'1*')$ *'1.'8&$.10-% 6(+'&!*C-+!B$.%!.'8+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%-*+$!"0+2.$.*%2*(.:
1+-!"*+(*'!4".$5&2*(&8(+2-+'5G+%5.%+66&.'!*5% .!&(% #
D
&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8-% 6(+'&!*D-+!#
DB
&1.+$1.*'1*')$ *'1.'8&$.10-% 6(+'&!*C-+!B#
DC
&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8-% 6(+'&!*D-+!#
DD
 *!!*( )(&2 *9&(+" +(& *! +$#- *%*+(1" *$$&,- './# &) 4".#- !& (*%.5*'! ?+(+17 9+2+ 6(# -
D "*(*.'+)!*(L *!!*()(&2*9&(+"+(&*!+$# &').$*,.!"!"*+ !"&( #**+$%&%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+
'&!* -+! E&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8-% 6(+'&!*C-+!1+$$.'8&!"*(2&5*$%L".8"$0(*%6*1!*5M 

 *!!*()(&2*9&(+"+(&*!+$-% 6(+'&!*-+!# 66&(!*(%&)*36+'5*5*$.8.9.$.!0,& $5$+!*(+(8 *
!"+! (+'5&2.N*5 !(.+$% 1+' +$%& 9* '*!".1+$- 5*6(./.'8 1".$5(*' +%%.8'*5 !& !"* 1&'!(&$ 8(& 6 &) 9*'*).1.+$
%*(/.1*%#**.')(+'&!*% : C.')(++'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#



C
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>&$#

&(.!.N*(+'5&2.N*51$.'.1+$!(.+$%4% #!'&!*5!"+!L2+'0*3.%!.'8"&2*/.%:
.!+!.&'2&5*$%6(&5 1*,*+7&('&*))*1!%&'7*01".$5& !1&2*%M,"*'!*%!*590
4%#  "* 4&+$.!.&' +$%& ,+('*5 !"+! &))*(.'8 2&(* 2&'*0 !& *3.%!.'8 6(&:
8(+2%9+%*5&'L+5.$ !*5*/.5*'1*%!+'5+(5###.% '$.7*$0!&5&2 1"8&&5-+'5
2+0 2.%% +' &66&(! '.!0 !& ) '5+2*'!+$$0 .26(&/* $.)* & !1&2*% )&( 2.$$.&'% &)
1".$5(*'9&('.'!&5.%+5/+'!+8*59+178(& '5%#M
*/*(+$1&26*!.'8"&2*/.%.!.'89.$$%,*(*).$*5!"+!%6(.'8.'!"*& %*+'5
*'+!*#  (&2 !"*2- 4&'8(*%% *'+1!*5 + "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2 %.'8 $+'8 +8*
1&'!+.'*5.'+9.$$5(+)!*590*'+!&(+3?+ 1 %# ' 1!&9*(D-D-?+ 1 %
).'.%"*52+(7.'8 6".%2+%!*("*+$!"1+(*(*)&(29.$$# 9!.!$*&)!"+!9.$$1&':
!+.'*5!"*"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2!"+!,& $5*/*'! +$$09*1&2*$+,#!.'1&(6&(+!*5
2+'0&)!"*1&'1*6!%!"+!"+5% ()+1*5.'6(.&($*8.%$+!./*6(&6&%+$%#!%2&%!.2:
6&(!+'!6(&/.%.&'%6(&/.5*5!"+!
(&8(+2%,& $5!+(8*!+!:(.%76(*8'+'!,&2*'+'51".$5(*'#
 '5.'8,& $59*5./.5*5.'!&!,&!.*(%9+%*5&'!"*= +$.!0&)!"**/.5*'1*&)
*))*1!./*'*%%#!+!*%,& $5"+/*!&%6*'5+!$*+%!%*/*'!0:)./*6*(1*'!&)!"*.() '5%
&'6(&8(+2%,.!"6(&/*'*))*1!./*'*%%# 6!&!,*'!0:)./*6*(1*'!1& $59* %*5
!&.26$*2*'!+2&5*$,".1""+51&'%.5*(+9$*6(&2.%*-9 !"+50*!!&9*% 9@*1!*5
!&(.8&(& %*/+$ +!.&'#B
!+!*%(*1*./.'8) '5.'8)&(.26$*2*'!+!.&'&)+6(&2.%.'8-9 !'&!0*!6(&/*'-
2&5*$,& $5"+/*!&+%%*%%!"*6(&8(+2 %.'8".8"$0(*$.+9$*(*%*+(1"5*%.8'#
+1"%!+!*(*1*./.'8+8(+'!,& $59*(*= .(*5!&2+7*+'+'' +$(*6&(!&).!%
6(&8(*%%- .'1$ 5.'8 5+!+&' + ' 29*( &) %6*1.).1 L9*'1"2+(7%M &) 6(&8(*%%#C '
+55.!.&'-+6(&8(+2*/+$ +!.&',& $5"+/*!&9*5&'*#
$!"& 8"?+ 1 %<%"*+$!"(*)&(29.$$,+%'&!*'+1!*5-.!%"&2*/.%.!.'86(&/.:
%.&'%,*(*.'1&(6&(+!*5/.(! +$$0 '1"+'8*5&' &/*29*(D-D-+% 9!.!$* 
&).!$*&)+'&!"*(*'+!*9.$$-!"*+!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(*1!+$:
%& 7'&,' +% !"* ))&(5+9$* 4+(* 1! #D  (*%.5*'! 9+2+ %.8'*5 !"+! 9.$$ &'




4&+$.!.&'&(/.5*'1*:?+%*5&$.10-+($04".$5"&&5&2*.%.!+!.&'))*1!./*'*%%&)+ +!.&'+$'.!.+:
!./**6*'5%4(.!.1+$$0&'5"*(*'1*!&(.8&(& %/.5*'1*9& !L"+!&(7%-M4&+$.!.&'&$.10(&6&%+$
D - +/+.$+9$* +! "!!61&+$.!.&'*/.5*'1*#&(8,&(56(*%%I6+8*K.5J C >"*(*.'+)!*( ))*1!./*'*%% *:
6*'5%;#

5-+!#

5#E%**+$%&&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8-% 6(+'&!*D-+!#

2*(.1+T%*+$!"0 ! (*1!&)D-#BD -!"4&'8#D #

5#+!FC5  #**+$%&.+'*+ $%*$$*!+$#-&2*.%.!.'8/.5*'1*&)))*1!./*'*%%*/.*,3:
*1 !./*  22+(0- )).1* &) $+''.'8- *%*+(1" H /+$ +!.&'- 52.'# &( 4".$5(*' +'5 +2.$.*%- '.!*5
!+!*%*6<!&)*+$!"H 2+'*(/%#- &/#-+!#

2*(.1+T%*+$!"0 ! (*1!FC5   .. 
B
5#
C
2*(.1+<%*+$!"0 ! (*1!FC* C  #
D
+!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(*1!-##D-!"4&'8#FFD:D%.8'*5.'!&$+,+(1"
- -+/+.$+9$*+!"!!6,,,#8&/!(+17# %1&'8(*%%9.$$#365I9.$$J":D#"*'.!$*)!!"*& %*-!"*
9.$$,+%1+$$*5!"**(/.1**29*(%&2* ,'*(%".6+31!&)D#*(/.1**29*(%&2* ,'*(%".6
+3 1! &)D- ##D-  4&'8# D # "* *'+!*% 9%!.! !*5 !"*"*+$!"1+(*9.$$ )&( !"* &(.8.'+$
!*3!#!,+%+2*'5*590!"**'+!*&' &/*29*(D+'5!"*9 $7&)!"*"*+$!"(*)&(2$*8.%$+!.&',+%+55*5+!





:;


 





      

D

+(1"-#%+(*% $!-+'*,*1!.&'&).!$*&)!"*&1.+$*1 (.!0
1!1(*+!*5!"*+!*('+$-')+'!-+'5+($04".$5"&&5&2*.%.!.'86(&8(+2+'5
+ !"&(.N*5A#9.$$.&'.') '5.'8&/*()./*0*+(%)&(%!+!*%!&1(*+!**/.5*'1*:9+%*5
"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%#
+!*(-+''& '1*5!"+!(& 8"$0"+$)&)!"*%*) '5%,& $59*+$$&1+!*5&'+
)&(2 $+9+%.%!&%!+!*%!"+!+8(**5!& %*+'*/.5*'1*:9+%*5"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$
+'5!"*(*%!,& $59*+,+(5*5!"(& 8"+1&26*!.!./*6(&1*%%.',".1"!"**/.5*'1*
% 66&(!.'8+%!+!*<%1"&%*'2&5*$,& $59*!+7*'.'!&+11& '!#
#4<U    

% *'+1!*5-!"*&2* .%.!.'8(&8(+2 +$$&,*5 %!+!*%!&%*$*1!+2&'8 "&2*
/.%.!.'8 2&5*$% ,"&%* *))*1!./*'*%% "+5 9**' 5*2&'%!(+!*5 .' *.!"*( (+'5&2.N*5
1&'!(&$$*5!(.+$%&(= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 5.*%#".$*!".%,+%+6(&2.%.'8%!+(!-
%&2*4%% ))*()(&2,*+7'*%%*%-% 1"+%".8"+!!(.!.&'-!"+!(*'5*(!"*.().'5.'8%
% %6*1!#U +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 5.*%+(**/*'2&(*/ $'*(+9$*!&)+1!&(%-$.7*%*$*1:
!.&'9.+%-!"+!1+'%7*,!"*.((*% $!%#%+(*% $!-+''& '1*5!"+!.!,& $5 %*
!"*5.%1(*!.&'1&')*((*5&'.!904&'8(*%%!&2&(*%6*1.).1+$$0.5*'!.)0!"*7.'5%&)
4%+'5= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$5*%.8'%U% !"+!,& $59*!+7*'.'!&+11& '!#
 &990.'8 .22*5.+!*$0 %".)!*5 )(&2 4&'8(*%% !& #  ' O $0 - -
- +1!.'8 !"(& 8" !"* *+$!" *%& (1*% +'5 *(/.1*% 52.'.%!(+!.&'  -
6(&6&%*5 1(.!*(.+ !& 5*!*(2.'* ,"*!"*( + "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2 .% */.5*'1*:


&'*!.2*-.'1$ 5.'8!"*"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2!"+!"+59**'1&'!+.'*5.'?+ 1 %<%*'+!*9.$$#"*$+'8 +8*
,+%/.(! +$$0.5*'!.1+$!&!"+!.'!"*?+ 1 %9.$$+'5(*2+.'*5 '1"+'8*5,"*'*'+1!*5#

+!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(*1!&)- 9# # &#:C-!+!#D E%**+$%&
+!*('+$-')+'!-+'5+($04".$5"&&5&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2 &!.1*-B*5#*8#B6(&6&%*5O $0-
  >"*(*.'+)!*( &!.1*; (*/.*,.'8 !"* 6(&/.%.&'% &) !"* +!.*'! (&!*1!.&' +'5 ))&(5+9$* 4+(* 1! &)
+'5.'/.!.'81&22*'!&'1(.!*(.+)&(*/.5*'1*&)*))*1!./*'*%%&)"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+22&5*$% #

+!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(*1!FD#

"+!6+(!&))*5*(+$) '5.'8,.$$9*5.%!(.9 !*5!&!"*%!+!*%% 92.!+6(&6&%+$2**!.'8!"*%*(*= .(*2*'!%
%.'8+)&(2 $+,".1".'% (*%!"+!*+1"%!+!*(*1*./*+9+%*+2& '!A2.$$.&'.'G 6$ %+55.!.&'+$
) '5.'89+%*5&'!"*(+!*&)1".$56&/*(!0#**-*#8#- '5.'8 66&(! '.!0''& '1*2*'!.%1+$G*+(-
'.!*5 !+!*% *6<! &) *+$!" H  2+' *(/%#- O '* - +! -  H '#  ? 4&'!(&$ &# D:DE
::BD &))*(.'8A)&(*+1"%!+!*-6$ %+2& '!9+%*5&'' 29*(&)1".$5(*' '5*(+8*)./* 6!&
R&))*5*(+$6&/*(!0$*/*$)&(+!&!+$'&$*%%!"+'R&)!"*G+,+(5-6$ %!"*+2& '!%!"*'6(&:
/.5*5)&(6(&@*1!%)&(2*($07'&,'+%!"* 66&(!.'8/.5*'1*9+%*5&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2 #

&.'% (*!"+!!".%'*,)*5*(+$6(&8(+2,.$$"+/*L!"*8(*+!*%!.26+1!-M!"**6+(!2*'!+''& '1*5!"+!.!
,& $5$&1+!*+$$L) '5.'8!"+!*31**5%) '5.'8+/+.$+9$*.'GM!"(& 8"+1&26*!.!./*6(&1*%%.',".1"
) '5.'8 ,& $5 8& !& !"* %!+!*% ,"&%* "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&6&%+$% ,*(* %!(&'8*%!# &!.1*- % 6(+ '&!* - +!
B -#

+!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(*1!FB5   .  E &!.1*-% 6(+'&!*-+!B#'+55.:
!.&'-!"*2&5*$2 %!9*+%%&1.+!*5,.!"+ './*(%.!0&('+!.&'+$"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2#"*%!+!*2 %!*2:
6$&0+"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$!"+!"+%9**' %*5)&(+!$*+%!!"(**0*+(%# +!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(*
1!FB5   .  #

+!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(*1!FB5   ... L"**1(*!+(0%"+$$*%!+9$.%"1(.!*(.+)&(
*/.5*'1*&)*))*1!./*'*%%&)!"*%*(/.1*5*$./*(02&5*$%+'5%"+$$*'% (*!"+!!"*6(&1*%%)&(*%!+9$.%".'8!"*
1(.!*(.+.%!(+'%6+(*'!+'56(&/.5*%!"*&66&(! '.!0)&(6 9$.11&22*'!#M #
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>&$#

9+%*5# '5*(!"*6(&6&%*51(.!*(.+-%! 5.*%,& $59*1$+%%.).*5+%".8"-2&5*(:
+!*-&($&,.'= +$.!0-5*6*'5.'8&'!"*%! 50<%1+6+1.!0!&6(&/.5* '9.+%*5*%!.:
2+!*%&)6(&8(+2.26+1!#B '$0".8"+'52&5*(+!*= +$.!0%! 5.*%,& $59*!+7:
*'.'!&+11& '!.'5*!*(2.'.'8,"*!"*(+2&5*$,+%L*/.5*'1*:9+%*5#MC
'.!%.'.!.+$5(+)!&)!"*8 .5*$.'*%-!"*+8*'10!(*+!*5&'$0,*$$:*3*1 !*5(+':
5&2.N*5 1&'!(&$$*5 !(.+$% +% ".8" = +$.!0 %! 5.*%#D %  '&!*5- !"*%* +(* !"*
L8&$5 %!+'5+(5M &) (*%*+(1" 5*%.8' 9*1+ %* (+'5&2.N+!.&' 8(*+!$0 .'1(*+%*% !"*
$.7*$."&&5!"+!+'06&%.!./*(*% $!%,*(*6(&5 1*590!"*!(*+!2*'!+'5'&!90!"*
1"+(+1!*(.%!.1%&)!"*.'5./.5 +$%,"&,*(*.'!"*8(& 6(*1*./.'8!(*+!2*'!#
'1*+8+.'-1(.!.1%+(8 *5!"+!(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%%"& $5'&!9*6(*)*((*5&/*(
U%#  )!*( + 6*(.&5 &) 6 9$.1 1&22*'!- !"* 5*6+(!2*'! 2+5* &'$0 + /*(0
2&5*%!1"+'8*-+55.'8 !,&*%6*1.+$$0 (*$.+9$*!06*%&)= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ %! 5.*%
!&!"*1+!*8&(0&)".8"= +$.!0%! 5.*%%.'8$*:1+%*:%! 505*%.8'%+'5(.8&(& %
(*8(*%%.&' 5.%1&'!.' .!0 5*%.8'%#   ?&!" 6(&/.5* %!(&'8*( */.5*'1* &) 1+ %+$.!0
!"+' &!"*(= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ 5*%.8'%- 9 ! '*.!"*( .%1&22&'$0 %*5 .' *5 1+:
!.&'+$(*%*+(1"+!!".%!.2*# 
*,%! 5.*%&)*3.%!.'8"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%"+5 %*5*.!"*((+'5&2.N*5!(.:
+$% &( !"* )+/&(*5 )&(2% &) U%#  *+($0 +$$ 6(&8(+2% (*$.*5 "*+/.$0 &' &!"*(
7.'5%&)U%!&% 66&(!!"*.(1$+.2%&)*))*1!./*'*%%#'5*(!"*6(&6&%*5
( $*%-!"*%*%! 5.*%,& $59*5**2*5L2&5*(+!*-M+!9*%!#$!"& 8"2&5*(+!*= +$:




+!*('+$-')+'!-+'5+($04".$5"&&5&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2 &!.1*-B*5#*8#B6(&6&%*5O $0
- #
B
5#
C
5#+!B#
D
 5# .8" = +$.!0 4% "+/* $.2.!*5 +!!(.!.&' +'5 '& (*+%%.8'2*'! &) % 9@*1!% +)!*( (+'5&2.N+!.&'E !"*0
2 %! 1&'!(&$)&( +'0 %!+!.%!.1+$$0 %.8'.).1+'! 5.))*(*'1*% &9%*(/*5 .' !"* !,& 8(& 6% +'5 $+17 5.))*(*'1*% .'
5+!+1&$$*1!.&'.'!"*!,&%! 50+(2%#5#

5#

***#8# *!!*()(&2 !$*58*U# !%&'+'5.))+'04&',+0*((.'&'9*"+$)&)!"*4*'!*()&( +,+'5
&1.+$&$.10 8# - &').$*,.!"+ !"&( (*= *%!.'81&'%.5*(+!.&'&)+55.!.&'+$(*%*+(1"5*%.8'% #

** 66$*2*'!+$')&(2+!.&'*= *%!)&(!"* 92.%%.&'&)!"*65+!*5!+!*$+')&(+!+!*&2*.%:
.!.'8(&8(+2- V  ? 44     4
4  4 4      --*9#
C-  - +/+.$+9$* +! "!!6,,,#1$+%6#&(8)*5*(+$:6&$.10(*8 $+!.&'%:+'5:8 .5+'1*2+!*('+$:.')+'!:+'5:
*+($0:1".$5"&&5:"&2*:/.%.!.'8:6(&8(+2:8 .5+'1*:)(&2:""% 5*%1(.9.'8 !"* 1&22*'!% +'5 "&, !"* 5*6+(!:
2*'!"+5(*%6&'5*5!&!"*2 >"*(*.'+)!*(L*6&(!&)*9C-M;E##*6!#"*+$!"H 2+'*(/#-
&2*
.%.!.'8
/.5*'1*
&)
))*1!./*'*%%-
"!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/5&1 2*'!#+%63I(.5JH%.5JDH2.5JW(*/.*,*$.8.9$* $+%! /.%.!*5 6(.$ -  
5*%1(.9.'81 ((*'!(*= .(*2*'!%+'5'&!.'8!"* %*&)4%!+'5+(5% >"*(*.'+)!*(L! 50+!.'8%M;#

"*%.'8$*:1+%*:%! 502&5*$ %*%+%.'8$*6&6 $+!.&'+'5+!!*26!%!&.'% (*/+$.5.!0902*+% (.'8!"*& !:
1&2* /+(.+9$* (*6*+!*5$0 ,.!".' +'5 +1(&%% 5.))*(*'! 1&'5.!.&'% &( $*/*$% &) !"* .'5*6*'5*'! /+(.+9$*#
(+!&1",.$$-##- *!+$#-  :4 4 4  4  *(%.&'#.$&! 
: -+/+.$+9$*+!"!!6.*%#*5#8&/'1**,,165),,1K%15#65)#

"*5.%1&'!.' .!05*%.8'%2 %!2**!!"*"+!&(7%4$*+(.'8"& %*4 5*%.8'%!+'5+(5%#! 50
+!.'8%-% 6(+'&!*#

5#

 &'*&)!"*D%! 5.*%.'.!.+$$05**2*5*$.8.9$*)&(1&'%.5*(+!.&'90 %*5!"*%*5*%.8'%#
**+$%&*8(*%%.&':.%1&'!.' .!0*%.8'-% 6(+'&!* D'&!.'8!"*$&, %*&)(*8(*%%.&'5.%1&'!.' .!0 #





:;


 





      



.!0%! 5.*%1& $59* %*5!&= +$.)0+"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$)&()&(2 $+:9+%*5) '5:
.'8-!"*0,& $59*8./*'$*%%,*.8"!!"+'4%.'!"*1&26*!.!./*) '5.'86(&1*%%#
% + (*% $!- 1(.!.1% ,*(* '&! %+!.%).*5 ,.!" !"* 2&5*%! 1&'1*%%.&' !"+!  "+5
2+5*.'.!%(+'7.'86(&1*%%#B
 (!"*(2&(*-  "+5 .26&%*5 +' +55.!.&'+$ (*= .(*2*'!- ,".1" 2*+'! !"+!
&'$0 + )(+1!.&' &) U% ,& $5 = +$.)0 +% L2&5*(+!*#M & = +$.)0- + U ,& $5
'**5+2+!1"*51&26+(.%&'8(& 6,"&%*9+%*$.'**= ./+$*'1*"+59**'*%!+9$.%"*5
+! !"* &'%*! &) !"* %! 50 &' !"* +!!(.9 !*% &) (+1*- *!"'.1.!0- %&1.&*1&'&2.1 %!+! %
+'5-,"*(*6&%%.9$*-!"*& !1&2*%9*.'82*+% (*5#C.'5.'8%)(&2%! 5.*%,.!"+
,*$$:2+!1"*51&26+(.%&'8(& 6+(*2 1"2&(*(*$.+9$*!"+'!"&%*!"+! %*+1&':
/*'.*'1*1&26+(.%&'8(& 6#4&'%*= *'!$0-( $*5!"+!!"*01+'9* %*5!&*%:
!+9$.%"!"+!+"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2.%*/.5*'1*:9+%*5#D
+'0%!+7*"&$5*(%+%7*5!"+!!"*%*U%9*!(*+!*5+%".8"= +$.!0-$.7*(+':
5&2.N*5!(.+$%#? !!"*5*6+(!2*'!5*1$.'*5-(*+%&'.'8!"+!U%1& $59*'&
9*!!*( !"+' 2&5*(+!* .' = +$.!0 9*1+ %* L*/*' .) !"* !(*+!2*'! +'5 1&26+(.%&'
8(& 6%+(*,*$$2+!1"*59+%*5&'&9%*(/*51"+(+1!*(.%!.1%-!"*02+0%!.$$5.))*(&'
'2*+% (*5 1"+(+1!*(.%!.1%M 2+7.'8 .! L.26&%%.9$* !& ( $* & ! !"* 6&%%.9.$.!0 !"+!
!"*).'5.'8%+(*+!!(.9 !+9$*!& '2*+% (*58(& 65.))*(*'1*%#M
! +'0 (+!*- 2&%! */+$ +!.&'% &) "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2% !"+! "+5 9**' 5&'*
6(.&(!&1(*+!.&'&)!".% )*5*(+$) '5.'86(&8(+2 $+17*5+1+(*) $$02+!1"*51&2:
6+(.%&'8(& 6#%+(*% $!-!"*0+(*1$+%%.).*5+%$&,= +$.!0+'51+''&!9* %*5
!&= +$.)0+"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2)&()*5*(+$) '5.'8#+'0%! 5.*%1&26+(*5!"*
!(*+!2*'!8(& 6!&+8(& 6&)1&22 '.!02*29*(%+'5&!"*(%1&26+(*5!"*!(*+!:
2*'! 8(& 6<% 6(*:!(*+!2*'! %1&(*% +'5 6&%!:!(*+!2*'! %1&(*%# .'5.'8% )(&2 !"*%*
%! 5.*%1+'9*%7*,*5905.))*(*'1*%9*!,**'!"*6*&6$*,"&6+(!.1.6+!*+'5!"&%*
,"&5&'&!#%+(*% $!-1$+%%.).*5!"*2+%$&,= +$.!0#
 &*% !".% )(+2*,&(7 %!(.7* !"* (.8"! 9+$+'1*I  (.'8 !"* $*8.%$+!./* +'5 +5:
2.'.%!(+!./* 6(&1*%%*%- 1(.!.1% &) !".% &/*(+$$ )(+2*,&(7 "+5 )&1 %*5 6(.2+(.$0 &'
!"*6(*)*(*'1*8./*'!&(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%#"*0+(8 *5!"+! *= +$$0.26&(!+'!
.')&(2+!.&' 1&2*% )(&2 &9%*(/+!.&'+$ +'5 = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ (*%*+(1"-   4%
1+'9* '*!".1+$!&*26$&09*1+ %*!"*05*6(./*+!:(.%7)+2.$.*%&)*))*1!./*+%%.%:
!+'1*- (+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%+(*&(5.'+(.$0'+((&,+'5-!" %-&/*($&&7!"*%0'*(8.*%


B

**.')(+'&!*B+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
**! 50+!.'8%-% 6(+'&!*'&!.'8!"+!.'%&2*1+%*%% 1"+%6(*'+!+$.'!*(/*'!.&'%!"+!2+0
'&!9*6&%%.9$* #
D
"*2&5*(+!*1+!*8&(0+$%&.'1$ 5*%(+'5&2+%%.8'2*'!%! 5.*%-%.'8$*1+%*5*%.8'%-+'5(*8(*%%.&'5.%:
1&'!.' .!0%! 5.*%!"+!)+.$*5!&= +$.)0)&(+".8"(+!.'85 *!&+,*+7'*%%% 1"+%%.8'.).1+'!+!!(.!.&'#5#

*6&(!&)*9#C--% 6(+'&!*-+!-E *!!*()(&2 !%&'+'5*((.'-% 6(+'&!*-+!#

*6&(!&)*9#C--% 6(+'&!*-+!#

! 50+!.'8%-% 6(+'&!*#

**.')(+'&!*#&(+'*3+26$*&)(*$.+'1*&',*+7U%-%**.')(+'&!*%D:+'5+11&26+'0.'8
!*3!'&!.'8!"+!2+'0&)!"*%! 5.*%&)+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%+(*U% 

1&'1$ 5*5!"+!%! 5.*%,".1"$+17+2+!1"*51&26+(.%&'8(& 6L&))*('&,+0!&+%%*%%,"+!!"*%+2:
6$*<%& !1&2*%,& $5"+/*9**'.'!"*+9%*'1*&)!"*.'!*(/*'!.&'#M! 50+!.'8%-% 6(+'&!*#

**.')(+'&!*+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
C
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>&$#

!"+! &11 ( +2&'8 2 $!.6$* %&1.+$ %*(/.1* 6(&8(+2%-   6(&8(+2% 6(&/*' +! !"*
%2+$$ %1+$* !06.1+$ &) (+'5&2.N*5 !(.+$% 2+0 '&! %1+$* 6 *))*1!./*$0- +'5   !"*
(%*+2.$0+(!'*(%".6P!"*&'$0"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2,.!"/*(0%!(&'84
).'5.'8%::!+(8*!%&'$0+!.'0)(+1!.&'&)1".$5(*'+'5)+2.$.*%,"&9+5$0'**5+%%.%:
!+'1*#
"*(*2+.'5*(&)!".%+(!*3+2.'*%!"*%*&9@*1!.&'%+'5).'5%'&'*!&9*6*(:
% +%./*#   & !"* 1&'!(+(0- <% 5*2+'5.'8 .'!*(6(*!+!.&' &) !"* %!+! !&(0 !*3!
%+/*54&'8(*%%)(&2$&&%*5(+)!.'8!"+!1& $5"+/*5*)*+!*5.!%%!+!*58&+$&)+$$&:
1+!.'82&'*0!&6(&8(+2%,.!"+!(+17(*1&(5&)1"+'8.'81".$5(*'<%$./*%#

  

!   #   


'+(!.1 $+!.'8.!%1&'1*('%+9& ! '5 **26"+%.%&'4%-!"*".8"$0(*%6*1!:
*54*'!*()&( +,+'5&1.+$&$.104  +(8 *5!"+!LU%+'5&9%*(/+!.&':
+$ (*%*+(1" 6(&/.5* *= +$$0 .26&(!+'! .')&(2+!.&' !& 5*/*$&6 +'5 .26$*2*'! */.:
5*'1*:9+%*56&$.10#MB".$*4 .%1&((*1!!"+!+/+(.*!0&)(*%*+(1"2*!"&5%
6(&/.5* %,.!" %*) $.')&(2+!.&'-(+'5&2.N*51&'!(&$$*5!(.+$%+(*% 6*(.&()&(!"*
%6*1.).1!+%7&)5*!*(2.'.'8,"*!"*(+%6*1.).1.'!*(/*'!.&'1&')*(%9*'*).!%&'!"*
6+(!.1.6+'!%#"+!.%,"0!"* +!.&'+$1+5*2.*%&)1.*'1*%1+$$%(+'5&2.N*5!(.:
+$%!"*8&$5%!+'5+(5)&(5*!*(2.'.'8*))*1!./*'*%%#C
"*1"&.1*&)!"*9*%!(*%*+(1"5*%.8'! ('%&'!"*8&+$%&)!"*(*%*+(1"#)+
%1"&$+(,+'!%!&*36+'5"*( '5*(%!+'5.'8&)!"*(&$*!"+!8(+'56+(*'!%6$+0,.!".'
!&5+0<% *3!*'5*5 )+2.$.*%- !"*' ,.!'*%%.'8 &( (*1&(5.'8 !"* +1! +$ .'!*(+1!.&'% &)
*3!*'5*5 )+2.$.*% 2+0 9* !"* 9*%! (*%*+(1" 5*%.8'# !"'&8(+6".1 %! 5.*% &) !".%
7.'5"+/*%"*5.26&(!+'!$.8"!&'*+($01".$5"&&55*/*$&62*'!#"*0"+/*"*$6*5
% '5*(%!+'5!"*5.))*(*'!,+0%!"+!$&,.'1&2*+'5".8".'1&2*)+2.$.*%%**!"*
(*%6*1!./*(*%6&'%.9.$.!.*%&)6+(*'!%+'5!*+1"*(%*#8# +(*+ D +'5(*/*+$*5!"*
" 8*5.))*(*'1*.'*36&% (*!&$+'8 +8*!"+!%*6+(+!*%$&,.'1&2*!&55$*(%)(&2




"*1(.!.1%,*(*1&((*1!.' &'*.26&(!+'!(*%6*1!#&5*$%,".1""+/*'&!0*!9**'!*%!*5+! %1+$*.' !"*
).*$5 %"& $5 '5*(8&(.8&(& %*/+$ +!.&'+%6+(!&)!"*.() '5.'8 '5*(!"*1!# **.')(+ '&!*%B:B+'5
+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
B
 !%&'H*((.'-% 6(+'&!*-+!E%**+$%&%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+'&!* -+!C% 88*%!.'8!"+!-.),*
5&'<! "+/* 4 & !1&2*%- ,* %"& $5 +11*6! &!"*( 2*!"&5&$&8.*% +'5 )+/&(.'8 */+$ +!.&'% %.'8 L5./*(%*
2*!"&5&$&8.1+$ +66(&+1"*%M # 4  (*= *%!*5 !"+!  '&! 5.%!.'8 .%" 9*!,**' L".8"M = +$.!0 %! 5.*%
".8"= +$.!04%+'5U% +'5L2&5*(+!*M= +$.!0%! 5.*%,*+7*(4%+'5U% #4 1&'1$ 5*5
!"+!L!"*6(&6&%*51(.!*(.++(*.'1&'%.%!*'!,.!"!"*$*8.%$+!.&',"*'!"*02+7*5.%!.'1!.&'%9*!,**'!"*%*!,&
%! 505*%.8'%+'58./*&'*5*%.8'+5*%.8'+!.&'&)L".8"M+'5!"*&!"*(+5*%.8'+!.&'&)L2&5*(+!*#M !%&'
H*((.'-% 6(+'&!*-+!
C
 4&22.!!** &' !"* (*/*'!.&' &) *'!+$ .%&(5*(% +'5  9%!+'1* 9 %* 2&'8 4".$5(*'- G& !" +'5
G& '85 $!%- '  -   $   ' *   >  2 

 +  B+(0# <4&''*$$*!+$#*5%#-D #
D
''*!!* +(*+ -'*= +$4".$5"&&5%4$+%%-+1*-+'5+2.$0 .)* ).'5.'8!"+!2.55$*:1$+%%6+(:
*'!%!+7*+5.))*(*'!+66(&+1"!&.'!*(/*'!.&'%.'!"*.(1".$5(*'<%$./*%!"+',&(7.'8:1$+%%6+(*'!% #





:;


 





      



".8".'1&2*!&55$*(% #+(!H.%$*0 #'!".%(*%6*1!-4 <%1$+.2%+(*
1&((*1!#
&,*/*(-!"*!(+'%$+!.&'&)!"*%*&9%*(/+!.&'%.'!&*))*1!./*.'!*(/*'!.&'%.%+'
.'*3+1!%1.*'1*#4&((*$+!.&'+$%! 5.*%&)!".%7.'51&22&'$0$*+5*36*(!%!&6(&6&%*
.'!*(/*'!.&'%!"+!!"*09*$.*/*,.$$"*$6+!:(.%71".$5(*'!"(./*#&2*/.%.!.'86(&:
8(+2% +(* &'* &) !"*%* L(*%*+(1":9+%*5M .'!*(/*'!.&'%# 2&'8 &!"*( !".'8%- !"*0
+!!*26!!&"*$6+!:(.%76+(*'!%+5&6!!"*6(+1!.1*%&9%*(/*5.'"&2*%,.!"1".$5(*'
,"&!*'5!&!"(./*5*/*$&62*'!+$$0+'5!&% 11**5.'%1"&&$#
&,*/*(-+'&9%*(/*5+%%&1.+!.&'9*!,**'+%6*1.).16+(*'!.'86(+1!.1*&()*+:
! (*&)!"*"&2**'/.(&'2*'!+'55*%.(*51".$5& !1&2*%.%&'$0!"*9*8.''.'8&)
!"*%*+(1")&(+'*))*1!./*.'!*(/*'!.&'#?*1+ %*1&((*$+!.&'.%'&8 +(+'!**&)1+ :
%+!.&'- !"* 1+ %+$ (&$* &) !"* &9%*(/*5 6+(*'!.'8 6(+1!.1* 2+0 9* %6*1.& %# '5
&'1*+1+ %+$+%%&1.+!.&'.%1&').(2*5-+'*))*1!./*.'!*(/*'!.&'2 %!9*1(+)!*5#'
!"*).*$5&)"&2*/.%.!.'8-2&%!L(*%*+(1":9+%*5M.'!*(/*'!.&'%)+.$!&+1".*/*!"*.(
5*%.(*5 &9@*1!./*%#  % + (*% $!- (*%6&'%.9$* ) '5*(% '**5 !& .'%.%! &' 6(&&) !"+! +
) '5*5.'!*(/*'!.&'.%'&!&'$0L(*%*+(1":9+%*5-M9 !+$%&6(&/*'.'6(+1!.1*#
&'%1.*'!.%!% +(* &)!*' % (6(.%*5 !& $*+(' !"+! &9%*(/*5 1&((*$+!.&'% 9*!,**'
)+2.$01.(1 2%!+'1*%+'51".$5& !1&2*%2+0'&!9*1+ %+$#%% 2*-)&(*3+26$*-
!"+! )+2.$.*% ,.!" "+(%" 6+(*'!.'8 6(+1!.1*% 2&(* 1&22&'$0 "+/* 1".$5(*' ,.!"
'*8+!./*9*"+/.&(#!,& $59*!*26!.'8!&+%% 2*!"+!"+(%"6+(*'!.'81+ %*%9*:
"+/.&(6(&9$*2%#G*!-+!".(5)+1!&(-$.7*2+!*('+$5*6(*%%.&'-2+09*1+ %.'89&!"
&)!"*%*1&'5.!.&'%#'!"+!*/*'!-2+!*('+$2*'!+$"*+$!"-'&!6+(*'!.'86(+1!.1*%-
%"& $59*!"*6(.2+(0!+(8*!&).'!*(/*'!.&'#
4&((*$+!.&'+$(*%*+(1"1+'*/*'8*!1+ %+!.&'9+17,+(5%#4&'%.5*(-)&(*3+2:
6$*- !"* &9%*(/*5 1&((*$+!.&' 9*!,**' 1&(6&(+$ 6 '.%"2*'! 90 6+(*'!% +'5 5*).+'!
9*"+/.&(901".$5(*'#&*%!".%*/.5*'1*5*2&'%!(+!*!"*1+ %+$1&''*1!.&'9*:
!,**' 1&(6&(+$ 6 '.%"2*'! +'5 '*8+!./* 1".$5 9*"+/.&(I &#  4&((*$+!.&'+$ */.:
5*'1*1+''&!( $*& !!"*6&%%.9.$.!0!"+!1+ %+!.&'( '%.'!"*&!"*(5.(*1!.&'#3:
!(*2*$05*).+'!1".$5(*'2+06(&26!2&(**3!(*2*(*%6&'%*%)(&2!"*.(6+(*'!%#
.!"& !) (!"*(%! 50-,*1+''&!7'&,,"*!"*(1+ %+!.&'( '%.'&'$0&'*&)!"&%*
5.(*1!.&'%&(.'9&!"#
.2.$+($0-(*%*+(1"*(%"+/*)& '5!"+!L!**'+8*(%,"&(*8 $+($0*+!5.''*(,.!"
!"*.()+2.$.*%+(*"*+$!".*(-"+66.*(-5&9*!!*(.'%1"&&$+'5*'8+8*.')*,*((.%70
9*"+/.&(%!"+'!**'+8*(%,"&5&'<!(*8 $+($0*+!)+2.$05.''*(%#M,&(*%*+(1":
*(%5*1.5*5!&5.82&(*5**6$0+'5)& '5!"+!!"*+%%&1.+!.&',+%1 !.'"+$),"*'




?*!!0+(!H &55 #.%$*0-*+'.'8) $.))*(*'1*%.' !"*/*(05+036*(.*'1*%&)G& '8 2*(.1+'
4".$5(*'DD ).'5.'8!"+!6(&)*%%.&'+$)+2.$.*%%6*+72 1"2&(*&)!*'!&+'5,.!"!"*.(.')+'!%+'5!&5:
5$*(%!"+'2.55$*1$+%%+'5,&(7.'81$+%%6+(*'!%+'5!"+!!"*.(1".$5(*'"+/*2 1"$+(8*(/&1+9 $+(.*% #

 O 5.!" .1" +((.%- "* (! (* %% 26!.&' "0 4".$5(*'  (' ! !"* +0 "*0 & : - D-  
DDC #

5#

 ** '' *.*( H *$$0  %.17- % !"* +2.$0 .''*( /*((+!*5I- #G .2*% O '* D-  -
"!!6,,,#'0!.2*%#1&2B&6.'.&'% '5+0.%:!"*:)+2.$0:5.''*(:&/*((+!*5#"!2$I"6 5*%1(.9.'8 !"*
9&50&)(*%*+(1").'5.'8!".%1&((*$+!.&'+'5'&!.'8!"+!!"*1&((*$+!.&'5.%+66*+(%90!"*!.2*!"*+5&$*%1*'!%
9*1&2*0& '8+5 $!% #
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>&$#

)+2.$0(*%& (1*%+'550'+2.1%,*(*!+7*'.'!&+11& '!+'5!"+!!"*8+.'%)+5*5& !
+$!&8*!"*(+%1".$5(*'8(*,#"*+ !"&(%1&'1$ 5*5!"+!!"*)+1!&(2&%!(*%6&'%.:
9$* )&( !"* %"&(! !*(2 8+.'% ,+% L!"* *3!*'! !& ,".1" 6+(*'!% %* !.2* !& *'8+8*
,.!"!"*.(1".$5(*'+'5$*+('+9& !!"*.(5+0:!&:5+0+1!./.!.*%-M'&!,"*!"*(!"*0*+!
!&8*!"*(#
/*',"*'+'&9%*(/*56+(*'!.'86(+1!.1*.%1+ %+$$0(*$+!*5!&+6&%.!./*1".$5
& !1&2*-+'.'!*(/*'!.&'9+%*5&'!"+!7'&,$*58*2+0'&!% 11**5#"*&/.'8!&
66&(! '.!06(&@*1!&))*(%+'.$$ 2.'+!.'8*3+26$*#%!(&'89&50&)1&((*$+!.&'+$
*/.5*'1* .'5.1+!*5 !"+! 0& !" ,"& 8(&, 6 .' 6&&(- ".8":1(.2* +(*+% "+/* ,&(%*
& !1&2*% !"+' 0& !" ,"& 8(&, 6 .' ,*+$!".*(- $&,:1(.2* '*.8"9&("&&5%#  "*
&/.'8!& 66&(! '.!0 %! 50 !*%!*5 !"*%*'%.9$* "06&!"*%.%!"+!*'+9$.'8 )+2.$.*%
!&2&/*& !&)'*.8"9&("&&5%,.!"1&'1*'!(+!*56&/*(!0+'51(.2*,& $5.26(&/*
0& !"& !1&2*%#"*(*% $!%,*(*5.%+66&.'!.'8# )!*()./*0*+(%-)*2+$*0& !"
,"&%*)+2.$.*%6+(!.1.6+!*5,*(*$*%%$.7*$0!&"+/*9**'+((*%!*5-9 !2+$*0& !"
,*(*%.8'.).1+'!$0 $.7*$0!&"+/*9**'+((*%!*5!"+'!"*1&'!(&$8(& 6#
'!*%!*5.'!*(/*'!.&'%1+'*/*'9*"+(2) $#"*4+29(.58*:&2*(/.$$*0& !"
6(&@*1! .26$*2*'!*5 +' .'!*(/*'!.&' !& "*$6 9&0% +! (.%7 )&( 5*$.'= *'10#B "*
6(&8(+2 6(&/.5*56%01"&!"*(+60- ! !&(.'8-%&1.+$ +1!./.!.*%-(*1(*+!.&'+$ +1!./.!.*%-
+'5)+2.$0.'!*(/*'!.&'%#+'0&)!"*9&0%+'5!"*.(1+%*,&(7*(%6(+.%*5!"*6(&:
8(+2#C"*/+$ *&)!"*%*%*(/.1*%%**2%%&&9/.& %!"+!+%%*%%2*'!2.8"!%**2+
,+%!* &) (*%& (1*%# G*!- + (+'5&2.N*5 %! 50 )& '5 '& */.5*'1* !"+! !"* 6(&8(+2
"+5"*$6*5#&!"*1&'!(+(0-.'!"*0*+(%+)!*(!"*0).'.%"*5!"*6(&8(+2-!"*9&0%
,"&(*1*./*5!"*%*(/.1*%,*(*2&(*$.7*$0!&"+/*2 $!.6$*1(.2.'+$&))*'%*%!"+'
!"*1&'!(&$8(& 6#
?*1+ %**/*'.'!*(/*'!.&'% !"+!+(*9+%*5&'+$+(8*9&50&)1&((*$+!.&'+$(*:
%*+(1"1+'9*.'*))*1!./*-) '5.'8%"& $5(*= .(*(*$.+9$*6(&&)!"+!+6(&6&%*5.':
!*(/*'!.&' "+%+1! +$$0 1"+'8*51".$5(*'<%$./*%)&(!"*9*!!*(#'! .!.&'% +'5 */*'
,*$$:*%!+9$.%"*5+%%&1.+!.&'%+(*'&!*'& 8"#
')&(! '+!*$0-!"**+%.*%!-1"*+6*%!+'52&%!1&22&',+0%!&6*()&(2+6(&:
8(+2 */+$ +!.&' 5& '&! 6(&5 1* (*$.+9$* *%!.2+!*% &) 6(&8(+2 .26+1!#  '* 1&2:
2&'2*!"&5.%!&2*+% (*!"*& !1&2*&).'!*(*%!-% 1"+%+6+(*'!.'86(+1!.1*&(+
1".$5<%9*"+/.&(-,"*'+)+2.$0*'(&$$%.'+6(&8(+2+'5+8+.',"*'!"*01&26$*!*
!"* 6(&8(+2#  "*%* +%%*%%2*'!% +(* '(*$.+9$* 9*1+ %* 1".$5(*' +'5 '*, 6+(*'!%
,.$$2+! (*&/*(!.2*,"*!"*(&('&!!"*0+(**'(&$$*5.'+"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2#
.!"& !+1&26+(.%&'8(& 6-.!1+'9*.26&%%.9$*!&5*!*(2.'*"&,2 1"&)!"*.(
8(&,!",+%5 *!&!"*.(6+(!.1.6+!.&'.'+"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2#



 ** *$$0  %.17 H '' *.*(- %%*%%.'8 4+ %+$.!0 +'5 *(%.%!*'1* .' %%&1.+!.&'% ?*!,**' +2.$0
.''*(%+'55&$*%1*'!*$$:?*.'8-BO#+((.+8*H+2#B  #

5#

 O## $.'8- O# 5,.8 H # $+!N- *.8"9&("&&5 *))*1!% &' 1(.2*)&( )*2+$* +'5 2+$* 0& !" /.5*'1*
)(&2+(+'5&2.N*5"& %.'8/& 1"*(*36*(.2*'!-U#O#1&'#CB #
B
.2&!"0#.$%&'-"**%%+8*.%!"**!"&54*$*9(+!.'8+'536&(!.'8!"*36*(.2*'!+$*!"&5- 
%01"&$#'= .(0C-CD #
C
5#*&6$*,"& '5*(8&+'.'!*(/*'!.&'1&22&'$08./*.!+6&%.!./*(*/.*,*/*'!"& 8"(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%
"+/*)& '5'&.26+1!#5#+!CD#





:;


 





      



"+!*36$+.'%,"04&'8(*%%.'%.%!*5 6&').'5.'8%)(&2(+'5&2.N*51&'!(&$$*5
!(.+$%+'5 = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ %! 5.*%#?&!" 5*%.8'%1&26+(*!"**36*(.*'1* &)!"*
!(*+!2*'!8(& 6,.!"!"+!&)+ 1&26+(.%&' 8(& 6# ? ! "+/.'8+ 1&26+(.%&' 8(& 6
&'$0(*5 1*%!"*(.%7&)*((&'*& %+!!(.9 !.&'.)!"*1&26+(.%&'8(& 6.%/*(0%.2.:
$+(!&!"*!(*+!2*'!8(& 6#)'&!-!"*5.))*(*'1*%9*!,**'!"*!,&8(& 6%2+0*3:
6$+.'+'05.))*(*'1*%.'!"*.(& !1&2*%#
'.%%& (.-)&(*3+26$*-2 $!.6$*= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 5.*%"+/*)& '5!"+!
1".$5(*',"&%*)+2.$.*%*'(&$$*5 !"*2 .'!"*%!+!*<%)(**+(*'!% +%*+1"*(%6(&:
8(+2,*(*2&(*(*+50)&(%1"&&$!"+'1".$5(*',"&"+5'&!#D"*%*%! 5.*%1&2:
6+(*5!"*(*+5.'*%%&)1".$5(*',"&%*)+2.$.*%"+52+5*!"**))&(!!&*'(&$$!"*2.'
!"*6(&8(+2,.!"!"*(*+5.'*%%&)1".$5(*',"&%*)+2.$.*%,"&"+5'&!2+5*!".%
1"&.1*#  % + (*% $!- .! 6&%*5 !"* (.%7 !"+! !"* 5.))*(*'1*% .' %1"&&$ (*+5.'*%% &9:
%*(/*590!"**/+$ +!&(%"+59**'6(&5 1*5-'&!90!"*"&2*/.%.!%-9 !905.):
)*(*'1*%9*!,**'!"*)+2.$.*%,"&"+5*'(&$$*5!"*.(1".$5(*'+'5!"*)+2.$.*%,"&
"+5'&!#*$*1!.&'9.+%&)!".%%&(!1+'6(&5 1*8+.'%!"+!+(*2.%!+7*'$0+!!(.9 !*5
!&!"*.'!*(/*'!.&'-+%+66+(*'!$0 "+66*'*5.'!"* 1+%*&)# +!*((+'5&2.N*5
!(.+$%1& $5'&!(*6$.1+!*!"*/*(0%!(&'8).'5.'8%&)!"**+($.*(= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$
%! 5.*%#
&(*5 1*!".%9.+%!&+'+11*6!+9$*$*/*$-= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 5.*%2 %!"+/*
+1&26+(.%&'8(& 6!"+!.%1$&%*$02+!1"*5!&!"*!(*+!2*'!8(& 6&'+!!(.9 !*%!"+!
+(*7'&,'!&+))*1!!"*& !1&2*%!&9*2*+% (*5#&(!".%(*+%&'-5*1.5*5!"+!
.!,& $5&'$01&'%.5*().'5.'8%)(&2'&'(+'5&2.N*5= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ %! 5.*%
,"*' (*%*+(1"*(% "+5 *%!+9$.%"*5 !"* 9+%*$.'* *= ./+$*'1* &) !"* !(*+!2*'! +'5
1&26+(.%&'8(& 6%+!6(&8(+21&22*'1*2*'!,.!"(*%6*1!!&(+1*-*!"'.1.!0-%&:
1.&*1&'&2.1%!+! %+'5-,"*'*/*(6&%%.9$*-!"*& !1&2*%9*.'82*+% (*5#".%
5*1.%.&' ,+% '*1*%%+(0 !& .'% (* !"+! 6(&8(+2% *$.8.9$* )&( ) '5.'8 "+/*- .' )+1!-
6(&5 1*52+!*(.+$8+.'%.'!"*6+%!#
+'5&2.N*51&'!(&$$*5%! 5.*%(*5 1*!"*(.%7&)%*$*1!.&'9.+%*/*') (!"*(#%
 '&!*5- */*' .) + = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ 5*%.8' %*% + 1&26+(.%&' 8(& 6 !"+! .%
(*$+!./*$0,*$$:2+!1"*5&'%*/*(+$.26&(!+'!+!!(.9 !*%-!"*8(& 6%L2+0%!.$$5.))*(
&' '2*+% (*51"+(+1!*(.%!.1%M2+7.'8.!L.26&%%.9$*!&( $*& !!"*6&%%.9.$.!0!"+!
!"*).'5.'8%+(*+!!(.9 !+9$*!& '2*+% (*58(& 65.))*(*'1*%#M+'5&2+%%.8':
2*'!&)6+(!.1.6+'!%!&&'*8(& 6&(!"*&!"*((*5 1*%!".%(.%7&)&2.!!*5/+(.+9$*

D

**-*#8# +!.&'+$4*'!*(-"*+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%6(&8(+2.!%.26+1!&'%1"&&$(*+5.'*%%+'5$+!*(
%1"&&$ +1".*/*2*'!  *%*+(1"  22+(0 B  %!+!*5 !& 9* 9+%*5 &' + (*6&(! 90 O 50 )+''*'%!.*$- H
5,+(5
Q.8$*(-
% 22+(.N.'8
!"*
(*% $!%
&)
+
U -
+/+.$+9$*
+!
"!!6,,,#6+(*'!%+%!*+1"*(%#&(8.2+8*%%!&(.*%5&1 2*'!%3*1 !./* 22+(0K&)KK*+5.'*%%#65)#

**.')(+'&!*%:+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#

**! 50+!.'8%-% 6(+'&!*'&!.'8!"+!.'%&2*1+%*%% 1"+%6(*'+!+$.'!*(/*'!.&'%!"+!2+0
'&!9*6&%%.9$* #

 &'*&)!"*5&N*'%&)6+%!U%! 5.*%&)"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%,+%(*$.*5 6&'!&+66(&/*!"*).(%!
'.'* 6(&8(+2% 5**2*5 !& 9* */.5*'1*:9+%*5# .(! +$$0 +$$ &) !"* U% $+17*5 9+%*$.'* *= ./+$*'1* &) !"*
%! 50 +'5 1&26+(.%&' 8(& 6%# "*%*(*%*+(1" (*%!(.1!.&'% ,*(* $+(8*$0 (*%6&'%.9$* )&( '+((&,.'8 !"* .'.!.+$
).*$5&)*$.8.9$*"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%)(&2+9& !!&D#$$&)!"*D".8"&(2&5*(+!*= +$.!0%! 5.*%
% 66&(!.'8!"*%*6(&8(+2%,*(*4%#**.5#

! 50+!.'8%-% 6(+'&!*#
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>&$#

9.+%#
%+(*% $!-!"* +!.&'+$1+5*20&)1.*'1*%!(*+!%4%+%!"*8&$5%!+'5:
+(5#' .!% /.*,- */.5*'1*&)*))*1!./*'*%%8*'*(+$$0 L1+''&!9* 1&'%.5*(*5 5*).'.:
!./*M,.!"& ! $!.2+!*1&').(2+!.&'.',*$$:1&'5 1!*5(+'5&2.N*51&'!(&$$*5!(.+$%
L*/*'.)9+%*5&'!"*'*3!%!(&'8*%!5*%.8'%#M"*'%!.! !*)&(5 1+!.&'!+!.%:
!.1% +! !"* ## *6+(!2*'! &) 5 1+!.&' "+% (*+1"*5 !"* %+2* 1&'1$ %.&'-  +%
"+/*2+'0*+($01".$5"&&5(*%*+(1"*(%#B
%+1&'%*= *'1*-,.%*$05*1.5*5!&1$+%%.)0&'$0".8"= +$.!0(+'5&2:
.N*5 1&'!(&$$*5 %! 5.*% +'5 !,& %6*1.+$ 7.'5% &) = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ %! 5.*% +%
L".8"M = +$.!0 +'5 !& 1$+%%.)0 9&!" ,*$$:2+!1"*5 = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ %! 5.*% +'5
(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%,.!"6(&9$*2%$.7*".8"+!!(.!.&'+%L2&5*(+!*M= +$.!0#
26&%.'8!"*%*!.8"! (*%!(.1!.&'% &' = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ %! 5.*%,+%6&$.!.1+$$0
5.)).1 $!#"*".%!&(0&)!"*1!2+7*%.!/*(01$*+(!"+!2+@&(%!+7*"&$5*(%.'!"*
).*$5 ,+'!*5 + $&&%*( !"(*%"&$5#C "*0 1&'/.'1*5 4&'8(*%% !& %6*1.).1+$$0 +$$&,
!"*1&'%.5*(+!.&'&)= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 5.*%# 4&'8(*%%<%)+.$ (*!&*36(*%%$0(*:
%!(.1!!".%9$*%%.'8!&U%,.!",*$$:2+!1"*51&26+(.%&'8(& 6%"+5!"*6&!*'!.+$
!& 5*)*+! .!% $!.2+!* 8&+$ &) ) '5.'8 &'$0 (*$.+9$0 6(&/*' 2&5*$%#  +'5 !"*
52.'.%!(+!.&'(*1&8'.N*5 !"* 5+'8*(+'5 !&&7%!*6% !&6(*/*'!.! 5*%6.!* &66&%.:
!.&')(&2!(+5.!.&'+$*2&1(+!.1+$$.*%#
*%*+(1"2*!"&5%2+!!*(#'%.%!*'1*&'(.8&(& %(*%*+(1"1+'9*!"*5.))*(*'1*
9*!,**' .'!*(/*'!.&'% !"+!1"+'8* 6*&6$*<% $./*%)&(!"* 9*!!*(+'5 )+$%* "&6*#%
!"* 4&+$.!.&' )&( /.5*'1*:?+%*5&$.10 6&.'!% & !- "* ".%!&(0 &) %&1.+$ 6&$.10
+'5 2*5.1.'* .% (*6$*!* ,.!" .'!*(/*'!.&'% !"+! +66*+(*5 ".8"$0:6(&2.%.'8 .' $*%%
(.8&(& % */+$ +!.&'%- 9 ! ,*(* % 9%*= *'!$0 )& '5 .'*))*1!./* .' ,*$$:1&'5 1!*5
(+'5&2.N*5 1&'!(&$$*5 !(.+$%#MD  ' 2*5.1.'*- *3+26$*% (+'8* )(&2 $!(+:(+5.1+$
2+%!*1!&2.*%.'!"*D <% !&9(+.'%!*'!%.'!"*!,*'!0:).(%!1*'! (0# '%&1.+$
%*(/.1*%-!"*0( ')(&2@&9!(+.'.'86(&8(+2%!&%!4*'! (04&22 '.!0 *+('.'8




5#'&!.'8+%%.8'2*'!901"+'1* #**+$%&&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8-% 6(+'&!*D-+!%!+!.'8!"+!4%
2+3.2.N*!"*1"+'1*%!"+!!"*!,&8(& 6,.$$9*.'.!.+$$0*= ./+$*'! #

 4&22.!!** &' !"* (*/*'!.&' &) *'!+$ .%&(5*(% +'5  9%!+'1* 9 %* 2&'8 4".$5(*'- G& !" +'5
G& '85 $!%-% 6(+'&!*D-+!B#

##*6!#5 1#-5*'!.)0.'8+'526$*2*'!.'85 1+!.&'+$(+1!.1*% 66&(!*590.8&(& %/.5*'1*
%*(
(.*'5$0
 .5*-

 -
+/+.$+9$*
+!
"!!6,,,#*5#8&/(%1"%!+!(*%*+(1"6 9%(.8&(& %*/.5(.8&(& %*/.5#65)#
B
**-*#8#-&290--% 6(+'&!*-+!B%!+!.'8!"+!4%+(*L8*'*(+$$0+8(**5!&9*!"*9*%!,+0!&!*%!!"*
1+ %+$1&''*1!.&'M E&1.+$1.*'1*.%.'8-% 6(+'&!*D-+!%!+!.'8!"+!4%2+3.2.N*!"*1"+'1*%!"+!
!"*!,&8(& 6%,.$$9*.'.!.+$$0*= ./+$*'!E#&,+(5H?(&&7%: ''-% 6(+'&!*-+!%!+!.'8L!"+!1&':
1$ %.&'%%"& $59*9+%*56(.2+(.$0P.)'&!*'!.(*$0P&'*36*(.2*'!+$*/+$ +!.&'%#M #
C
**% 6(+'&!*%DC:+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!E%**+$%&% 6(+'&!*%-+'5B+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
D
))*1!./*'*%%*6*'5%-% 6(+'&!*#
 
 .55"+(!"+  7"*(@**- "* 26*(&( &) $$ +$+5.*%  ?.&8(+6"0 &) 4+'1*( -D:  5*:
%1(.9.'86"0%.1.+'(*%.%!+'1*!&!*%!%&)$*%%(+5.1+$-9 !*= +$$0*))*1!./*% (8*(.*% #
 
( 5.!&(.+$-*   (  - #G#.2*%*6!#C- (*6&(!.'8&'%! 50,".1")& '5!"+!
6+!.*'!% (*1*./.'8 ,.(* 2*%" %!*'!% ,*(* 2&(*!"+' !,.1* +% $.7*$0 !"+' 1&'!(&$8(& 6 (*1*./.'8 2&(* 1&':
%*(/+!./*!(*+!2*'!!&% ))*(%!(&7*%.'!"*'*3!5+0%-+).'5.'81&'!(+(0!&6(.&(6&%.!./*).'5.'8!"+!6(&2:
.%.'8).'5.'8%)(&2%! 50,".1"$+17*5+1&'!(&$8(& 6 #





:;


 





      

B

4*'!*(%# ./*'!"+!".%!&(0-<%5*2+'5.'8(*%*+(1"5*%.8'(*= .(*2*'!%+(*
8&&56&$.10#

 $ !  # 

4(.!.1%&)!"*+8*'10<%6(*)*(*'1*)&((+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%+$%&+(8 *5!"+!!"* %*
(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%.%&)!*' '*!".1+$# "+!1&'1*('.%/+%!$0&/*(%!+!*5# (!"*(:
2&(*-!"*(*/.%*5( 9(.1$+(8*$02&&!%!".%.%% *906*(2.!!.'8!"* %*&)(.8:
&(& % U 5*%.8'% .' $.*  &) (+'5&2.N*5 !(.+$% ,"*' (*%*+(1"*(% )**$ +' 4
,& $59* '*!".1+$#%+(*% $!-!"*1!<%1 ((*'!(*%*+(1"(.8&((*= .(*2*'!%6(&:
/.5*+8&&5!*26$+!*)&() ! (**/.5*'1*:9+%*5) '5.'8%!(*+2%#
"*(*+(*-&)1& (%*-%&2*1.(1 2%!+'1*%.',".1"+1$.'.1+$!(.+$,& $59* ':
*!".1+$# %! 50 !"+!6(&6&%*5!&5*'0 '  6(&!*1!./*%*(/.1*%!&1".$5(*',"&
+(*9*.'8+9 %*5.'&(5*(!&!*%!+'*,.'!*(/*'!.&',& $59*+'&9/.& %*3+26$*#
&,*/*(-*!".1+$(*%*+(1"*(%1+'5*%.8'(+'5&2.N*5%! 5.*%&)6(&2.%.'8'*,.5*+%
,.!"& !5*'0.'8!"*1&'!(&$8(& 6+11*%%!&6(*/.& %$0 6(&/*'%*(/.1*%#'1+'1*(
%! 5.*%-)&(*3+26$*-+6(&2.%.'8'*,!(*+!2*'!.%&)!*'1&26+(*5!&!"**3.%!.'8
%!+'5+(5&)1+(*P'&!!&!"*+9%*'1*&)+'0!(*+!2*'!,"+!%&*/*(#*%*+(1"*(%1+'
*/+$ +!*6(&2.%.'8"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$%!"*%+2*,+0#
 (!"*(2&(*-+'*!".1+$5.$*22+&'$0+(.%*%,"*'!,&1&'5.!.&'%+(*6(*%*'!#
.(%!- !"*%! 50 2 %! 9* 5*'0.'86(&/*' %*(/.1*% !&1".$5(*'.'!"*1&'!(&$ 8(& 6#
*1&'5- !"* %*(/.1* 6(&/.5*(% 2 %! "+/* % )).1.*'! (*%& (1*% !& &))*( !"* 6(&/*'
%*(/.1*%!&9&!"%*!%&)1".$5(*'#"*).(%!1&'5.!.&',.$$'&!9*2*!,"*'!"*1&':
!(&$8(& 6.%6(&/.5*5,.!"1 ((*'!9*%!6(+1!.1*%.'&(5*(!&!*%!!"*/+$ *&)+'*,
2&5*$- +% '&!*5 +9&/*# &( ,.$$ .! 9* 2*! ,"*' 1 ((*'! 6(+1!.1*% +(* !"*2%*$/*%
'6(&/*'#  "* 2.%!+7* !"+! 2+'0 1(.!.1% +66*+( !& "+/* 2+5* .% !& +%% 2* !"+!
!"*.()+/&(*5"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$.%-.')+1!-(*$.+9$06(&/*'+'5!"+!5*'0.'8.!!&
&'*+(2&)+1$.'.1+$!(.+$,& $59* '*!".1+$#&,*/*(-2&%!"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$%
$+17!".%7.'5&)*/.5*'1*#
"*'5.5.!%.'.!.+$(*/.*,&)!"*$.!*(+! (*&'"&2*/.%.!.'8.'-&'$0
B &) !"* 2+'0 *3.%!.'8 "&2* /.%.!.'8 6(&8(+2% 2*! !"* +8*'10<% %!+'5+(5% )&(
5*2&'%!(+!*5 *))*1!./*'*%%# ) !"*%*- 2&%! 6(&5 1*5 !.'0 &( .'1&'%.%!*'! 9*'*).!%#
.8&(& %(*%*+(1".%'*1*%%+(0!&).'5& !/    /  
"* %*1&'5 1&'5.!.&' .% !"+! % )).1.*'! (*%& (1*% 9* +/+.$+9$* !& 6(&/.5* +
6(&2.%.'8 2&5*$!& ' )*$.8.9$*1".$5#"+!.%(+(*#'!"*(*+$,&($5-) '5.'8.%
% +$$0.'% )).1.*'!!&2**!1&22 '.!0'**5+'5%*(/.1*%2 %!9*(+!.&'*5#?0 %:


 

***#8#O+2*%O#*172+'+'5O*))(*0#2.!"-"**'%.!./.!0&)36*(.2*'!+$26+1!%!.2+!*%/.:
5*'1*)(&2!"* +!.&'+$O! 50O $0DDB &(0& !"%-!"*(*1&(5&)8&/*('2*'!!(+.'.'86(&8(+2%
)&(!"*5.%+5/+'!+8*5.%+$2&%! '.)&(2$0'*8+!./*#X EO+2*%:? (5 20-*!+$#-"*'1"&&$%!+0 6*' +!*
"* +!.&'+$/+$ +!.&'&)!"*%!4*'! (04&22 '.!0 *+('.'84*'!*(%(&8(+2.'+$*6&(!3/...:3/.3
 (*6&(!.'85.%+66&.'!.'8).'5.'8%+9& !!"*%!4*'! (04&22 '.!0 *+('.'84*'!*(6(&8(+2 #
 
+(&*!+$#-% 6(+'&!*-+!2+7.'8!".%&9@*1!.&' #



C
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>&$#

.'8+$&!!*(0!&+%%.8'%6&!%+2&'8!"**$.8.9$*1".$5(*'-(+!"*(!"+'&!"*(&6!.&'%
% 1" +% ).(%! .' !.2*- +' +8*'10 1+' 5& + (+'5&2.N*5 1&26+(.%&' ,.!"& ! *!".1+$
!(+'%8(*%%.&'%#
*("+6%!"*2&%!1"+$$*'8.'8%.! +!.&')&((*%*+(1"*(%,.$$+(.%*,"*'!"*09*:
$.*/*!"+!+6(&2.%.'8-  ' -.'!*(/*'!.&'%"& $59*!+(8*!*5!&!"*1".$:
5(*'2&%!.''**5&).!%+'!.1.6+!*59*'*).!%#'!"&%*%.! +!.&'%-+$&!!*(0.%'&!.5*:
+$# &(! '+!*$0- &'* &) !"* = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$ 5*%.8'% +66(&/*5 90  .% ,*$$:
% .!*5)&( %*.'!".%1&'!*3!#
 (*8(*%%.&' 5.%1&'!.' .!0 %! 50 1+' 1(*+!* !(*+!2*'! +'5 1&'!(&$ 8(& 6% 90
%*6+(+!.'8 !"* 1".$5(*' ,"& %1&(* 9*$&, + 1 !&)) %1&(*- % 1" +% + %1&(* )&( *+($0
$+'8 +8*%7.$$%-)(&2!"&%*,"&%1&(*+9&/*#  '$0!"*1".$5(*')+$$.'89*$&,!"*
1 !&)),& $5(*1*./*!"*.'!*(/*'!.&'9*.'8%! 5.*5#?0!+(8*!.'8!"*1".$5(*'2&%!
+!(.%7-!".%5*%.8'+/&.5%+'&!"*(*!".1+$.%% *6&!*'!.+$$06&%*5904%# )!*(
!"* .'!*(/*'!.&'- (*%*+(1"*(% +%%*%% ,"*!"*( !"* %1&(*% &) !"* .'!*(/*'!.&' 8(& 6
"+/*(.%*'2&(*!"+'!"&%*&)!"*1&26+(.%&'8(& 6# )!"*.'!*(/*'!.&',&(7%-!"*
(*8(*%%.&'$.'*)&(!"*!(*+!2*'!8(& 6%"& $59*".8"*(!"+'!"+!)&(!"*1&26+(.:
%&'8(& 6-+%%"&,'.'!".%8(+6"#





"* 5.%1&''*1!.&' 9*!,**'!"*!,& $.'*% .%!"*L5.%1&'!.' .!0M!"+!8./*%!".%
5*%.8'.!%'+2*# 
&% 2 6-!"*/+%!2+@&(.!0&)"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%1+'9**!".1+$$0%! 5.*5


 

**"**8(*%%.&':.%1&'!.' .!0*%.8'-"!!6,,,#%&1.+$(*%*+(1"2*!"&5%#'*!79= +%.(5#6"6$+%! 6:
5+!*5 1!#- '&!.'8!".%+5/+'!+8*&)(*8(*%%.&':5.%1&'!.' .!05*%.8'% #
 
5#

5#$!"& 8"!".%%! 505*%.8'.%'&!0*!1&22&'$0 %*5.'*5 1+!.&'+'5%&1.+$%1.*'1*%(*%*+(1"-.!% %*
.%$.7*$0!&8(&,9*1+ %*!".%5*%.8'.%'&,9*.'8% 11*%%) $$0 %*5!&+%%*%%!"*.26+1!&)%!+!*:) '5*56(*:
%1"&&$6(&8(+2%#**-*#8#.$$.+2#&(2$*0-O(#H*5+0*(-(&2&!.'81"&&$*+5.'*%%.' 7$+"&2+
'/+$ +!.&'&) $%+T%(*:(&8(+2-O# 2#*%& (1*%- #





:;


 





      

D

%.'84%#"*'(*%*+(1"*(%(*+%&'+9$09*$.*/*!"+!4%,& $59* '*!".1+$-
( $*%6*(2.!!"* %*&)(.8&(& %U%#'6+(!.1 $+(-(*8(*%%.&'5.%1&'!.' .!0
5*%.8'%2+06(&/.5*+8&&5+$!*('+!./*# .7*4%-(*8(*%%./*5.%1&'!.' .!02&5:
*$%+(*1$+%%.).*5+%".8"= +$.!090# &$&&%*'.'8&)!"*1 ((*'!( $*%.%'**5:
*5#
' 2*5.1.'*- 1+'1*( % (8*&'% /.8&(& %$0 (*%.%!*5 (+'5&2.N*5 !(.+$% &) $!(+:
(+5.1+$ 2+%!*1!&2.*%9*1+ %*% (8*&'% 1&'%.5*(*5 .! '*!".1+$!&5*'0 !"*1&'!(&$
8(& 6+11*%%!& + !(*+!2*'!!"+!,+%!"*&(*!.1+$$0 '+%%+.$+9$*# "*0 ,*(*,(&'8#
"& %+'5% &) ,&2*' ,*(* '**5$*%%$0 +'5 "&((.).1+$$0 5.%).8 (*5 9*)&(* (+'5&2:
.N*5!(.+$%6(&/*5 !"+!!"*!*1"'.= *,+% '&!'**5*5# B *!<% '&!(*6*+!!"+! 2.%:
!+7*#!<%'&! '*!".1+$!&).'5& !.)+6&6 $+(6(&8(+2,&(7%# C

&' ()  

 !".(5 1(.!.1.%2 /&.1*5 +8+.'%! !"* *26"+%.% 6$+1*5 &' 4% 90 !"* 9+2+
52.'.%!(+!.&' .% !"+! 4% )&(1* */+$ +!&(% !& )&1 % '+((&,$0 &' /*(0 %6*1.).1
& !1&2*%+'5!"+!!".%'+((&,)&1 %.%$.7*$0!&&/*($&&7%0'*(8.*%!"+!+"&2*/.%:
.!.'8 6(&8(+2 2+0 "+/* ,.!" &!"*( 1&22 '.!0 6(&8(+2%# &8*!"*(- !"* 6(&8(+2%
2+08*'*(+!*+,"&$*!"+!.%8(*+!*(!"+'!"*% 2&)!"*6+(!%# D
".% +(8 2*'! "+% + )+!+$ ,*+7'*%%# ) L!"* ,"&$*M .% 8*'*(+!.'8 ,&'5*() $
& !1&2*%-!"*'2*+% (*!"*2- !&&#)!"*0 1+''&!9* (*$.+9$0 2*+% (*5-!"*',"0
%"& $5 ,* 9*$.*/* !"+! !"*0 (*+$$0 *3.%!I +7*' !& .!% $&8.1+$ *'5- !".% +(8 2*'!
,& $5% 66&(!!"*1&'!.' +!.&'&)/.(! +$$0*/*(0 '6(&/*'6(&8(+2*/*(1(*+!*5#B
(&'.1+$$0-!"*/*(06(&8(+2 %*5!&.$$ %!(+!*!"**3.%!*'1*&)!"*%*$+(8*(%0':
*(8.*% "+% (*1*'!$0 9**' %! 5.*5# "* "&6*5:)&( %0'*(8.*% 1& $5 '&! 9* 5*!*1!*5#
"*+($*24".$5(*'<%Q&'*4Q 6(&/.5*%+'+((+0&)%*(/.1*%!&1".$5(*',"&
$./*,.!".'.!%%*(/.1*+(*+!"*LQ&'*M -&'*&),".1".%+1"+(!*(%1"&&$#"*$+,%
8&/*('.'81"+(!*(%1"&&$%.' *,G&(74.!0(*= .(*!"+!(*%.5*'!%$./.'8& !%.5*!"*
Q&'* 9* +$$&,*5 !& *'!*( !"* *'(&$$2*'! $&!!*(0# % + (*% $!- %&2* &) !"* 1"&%*'
%! 5*'!%$./*5,.!".'!"*Q&'*+'5%&2*5.5'&!# '$0!"&%*$./.'8,.!".'!"*Q&'*
,*(**$.8.9$*)&(4Q<%1&26(*"*'%./*%*(/.1*%#%+(*% $!-!"*$&!!*(06(&/.5*5+
'+! (+$ *36*(.2*'!.',".1" !"*/+$ *&)!"**3!(+%*(/.1*%6(&/.5*5&'$0 !&1".$:
5(*'$./.'8,.!".'!"*Q&'*1& $59*!*%!*5#"*!*+2&)(*%*+(1"*(%)& '5!"+!!"*
%! 5*'!%,"&+!!*'5*5!"*4Q1"+(!*(%1"&&$,*(*2+7.'8*31*6!.&'+$8+.'%-9 !


 B

** 7"*(@**-% 6(+'&!* #
**+$%&.$%&'-% 6(+'&!*B-+!DL"*(*.%+'*!".1+$6(&9$*2.''&!1&'5 1!.'8*36*(.2*'!%!&
!*%!.'!*(/*'!.&'%!"+!1& $5"+/*"+(2) $*))*1!%M #
 D
  !%&' H *((.'- % 6(+ '&!* - +!  (*)*(*'1.'8 !"* +($*2 4".$5(*'<% Q&'* +'5 %!+!.'8  !"+! 4%
L6(&/.5*$.!!$*.')&(2+!.&'+9& !,"+!.!!+7*%!&1&29.'*2 $!.6$*.'!*(/*'!.&'%!&+1".*/*%!(&'8*(& !1&2*%
&(!&%1+$* 6% 1"$+0*(*5-1&26(*"*'%./*+66(&+1"*%!&,&(7.'8,.!"1".$5(*'+'5)+2.$.*%M 
B
*%*+(1""+%*%!+9$.%"*5!"+!6+(!.1.6+'!%(& !.'*$0!".'76(&8(+2%+(*2&(**))*1!./*!"+'!"*0+(*#**
.$%&'-% 6(+'&!*B-+!CB-CD'&!.'8(*%*+(1").'5.'8%+'55*%1(.9.'8&'*1+%*%! 50 #
 C
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!"+!!"*%! 5*'!%,"&$./*5.'%.5*!"*Q&'*"+5'&9*!!*(%1"&&$& !1&2*%!"+'!"*
%! 5*'!%,"&5.5'&!#B" %-!"*+ !"&(%)& '5'&*/.5*'1*!"+!!"*1&26(*"*':
%./*%&1.+$%*(/.1*%%6.$$*5&/*(.'!&8(*+!*(%1"&&$% 11*%%#
0'*(8.*% ,.$$ %&2*!.2*% *3.%!- 9 ! !"*0 1+' 9* (.8&(& %$0 %! 5.*5#  .%") $
!".'7.'8.%'&% 9%!.! !*#

$!!) (! 

4(.!.1%+$%&1&26$+.'!"+!4%+(*!06.1+$$0!&&%2+$$!&6(&/.5*(*$.+9$**/.:
5*'1*!"+!+6(&8(+2,.$$9**= +$$0*))*1!./*&'+1.!0,.5*&(%!+!*,.5*%1+$*#".%
6&.'! .% ,*$$:!+7*'- 9 ! !"* 1(.!.1% 5(+, !"* ,(&'8 .')*(*'1* )(&2 .!# +,2+7*(%
2+0(*+%&'+9$0.'%.%!!"+!+6(&8(+29*6(&/*'&'+%2+$$%1+$*9*)&(*.!.%) '5*5
+!+2 1"$+(8*(%1+$*#".$*% 11*%%.'!"*"&!"& %*&)+(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$.%1*(:
!+.'$0 '& 8 +(+'!** !"+!+ 6(&8(+2 ,.$$5& +%,*$$,"*'.!.%&6*(+!*5&'+ 2 1"
$+(8*(%1+$*-B6(&8(+2%,".1""+/*'&6(&/*'*))*1!.'!"*"&!"& %*+(*".8"$0 ':
$.7*$0!&!"(./*.'!"*).*$5#"*'+6(&8(+2.%(*6$.1+!*5+!%1+$*-).5*$.!0!&6(&:
8(+2 5*%.8' .% 2&(* 5.)).1 $! !& .'% (*- %!+))  2+0 $+17 !"* 2&!./+!.&' +%%&1.+!*5
,.!"!*%!.'8&)+6(&2.%.'8'*,.5*+-+'5!"*1(*+!&(&)!"*6(&8(+2.%'&$&'8*(+!
!"*"*$2-!.(*$*%%$0,&(7.'8!&.'% (*!"+!!"*6(&@*1!.%,*$$( '#%+(*% $!-% 1:
1*%%.'+".8"= +$.!0%! 50-$.7*+(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$-%"& $59*/.*,*5+%'*1*%%+(0-
9 !'&!% )).1.*'!-!&).(2$0*%!+9$.%"+"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2+%).*$5!*%!*5#B
&%6*'5& () '5%,.%*$0-) '5*(%%"& $5%!+(!,.!"6(&8(+2%!"+!"+/*9**'
(*$.+9$0!*%!*5&'+%2+$$%1+$*+'5!"*'.'%.%!!"+!%1+$*5 66(&8(+2%9*(.8&(& %$0
*/+$ +!*5 +% ,*$$#   )&$$&,: 6 +%%*%%2*'! .% *%%*'!.+$ !& 5*!*(2.'* ,"*!"*( !"*
6(&8(+2<% .'.!.+$ 6(&2.%* 1& $5 9* (*6(&5 1*5 .' '*, $&1+!.&'% +'5 &' + $+(8*(
%1+$*#





B

 .$%+ # 4 (!&- &$+'5 # (0*(- O(# H *8"+' # &,+(5- ! +0 &! +7* + .$$+8* '1(*+%.'8
1".*/*2*'! 2&'8 !"* &&(# &1.+$ '*= +$.!0 +'5 5 1+!.&'+$ .%+5/+'!+8*  :B  - +/+.$+9$* +!
"!!6%1"&$+(#"+(/+(5#*5 ).$*%)(0*().$*%.!K2+0K'&!K!+7*K+K/.$$+8*K.'1(*+%.'8K+1".*/*2*'!K+2&'8K!"*K6
&&(#65)#
B
***6&(!-% 6(+'&!*-+!'&!.'8% 88*%!.&'%!"+!.!!+7*.'!&+11& '!,"*!"*(+2&5*$"+5
9**'.26$*2*'!*5.'!"*L(*+$,&($5M EO*''.)*(+"'-4+'2&!.&'+$'!*$$.8*'1*?*+ 8"!I- #G#.2*%
*6!#
-
 -
"!!6,,,#'0!.2*%#1&2D2+8+N.'*1+':*2&!.&'+$:.'!*$$.8*'1*:9*:
!+ 8"!#"!2$I6+8*,+'!*5J+$$'&!.'8!"*L+,!"&('**))*1!M.',".1"!"*+!!*'!.&')&1 %*5&'+'*5 1+!.&'+$
*36*(.2*'!.%*'& 8"!&1+ %*L+!*26&(+(0 6!.17.'6*()&(2+'1*M #
B
 +(8*%1+$*(+'5&2.N*5!(.+$%%&2*!.2*%1&'!(+5.1!!"*6&%.!./*).'5.'8%&)6.$&!6(&@*1!%#**-*#8#- +'10
14+$$HO*((04(&2,*$$-*% $!%&)!"**5.1+(**+$!" 66&(!.%*+%*:+'+8*2*'!.$&!(&8(+2- 
*,'8$#O#*5#BB-B ).'5.'8!"+!"+/.'8' (%*%1+$$6+!.*'!%!&"*$62+'+8*2 $!.6$*1"(&':
.11&'5.!.&'%5.5'&!(*5 1*1&%!% #





:;


 





      



"+ ) ( '  , 

"*"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%9*.'8&6*(+!*5+1(&%%!"*1& '!(0%*(/*+,.5*/+:
(.*!0&))+2.$.*% ,.!"+,.5*/+(.*!0&)'**5%#B"*'!"*)*5*(+$&2*.%.!.'8
(&8(+2 ,+% ).(%! 6(&6&%*5- &'$0 !"* (%* +2.$0 +(!'*(%".6 ,+% % )).1.*'!$0
% 66&(!*5 90 4% !&9* +%% (*5*$.8.9.$.!0#B G*!- !"* (%* +2.$0+(!'*(%".6
2&5*$&'$0%*(/*%$&,:.'1&2*-).(%!:!.2*2&!"*(%,"&*'(&$$,.!".'!"*).(%!,**7%
&)!"*.(9+90<%$.)*#" %-.!,.$$'&!(*+1").(%!:!.2*2&!"*(%,"&5&'<!$*+('+9& !
!"* 6(&8(+2 .' !.2*- 2&!"*(% ,.!" &!"*( 1".$5(*'- &( 2&!"*(% ,"& *31**5 !"* .':
1&2*!"(*%"&$5#'+55.!.&'-.!&))*(%+/*(0%6*1.).1-2.3*56+17+8*&).')&(2+!.&'
+'5 %*(/.1*%# "+! 6+17+8* 5.))*(% )(&2 !"* %*(/.1*% 6(&/.5*5 90 &!"*( 2&5*$%-
%&2* &),".1" !+(8*! 6*&6$* .''**5 &) 2*'!+$ "*+$!" %*(/.1*%&(1".$5(*' +!".8"
(.%7&)1".$5+9 %*#
"*'$*8.%$+!.&',+%6(&6&%*5!"+!+66*+(*5!&!+(8*! -"&2*/.%.!.'86(&:
8(+2%$.7*+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%-*+$!"0+2.$.*%2*(.1+-+'5G)*+(*5
!"*0 ,& $5 9* $*)! & !#B  "*0 *'$.%!*5 '+!.&'+$ 1".$5 +5/&1+10 &(8+'.N+!.&'% !&
2+7* !"* 1+%* )&( $&&%*( *$.8.9.$.!0 (*= .(*2*'!%#BB "*.( % 66&(!*(% +(8 *5 !"+!
!& 8"(*%*+(1"%!+'5+(5%,& $59*9+56 9$.16&$.109*1+ %*!&&2+'0'**50)+2.:
$.*% ,& $5 )+$$ & !%.5* !"* 1!<% (*+1"- !",+(!.'8 !"* 8&+$% &) 4&'8(*%%#BC &2*
1&22 '.!.*% 2+0 '**5 2*'!&(.'8 %*(/.1*% )&( !**' 2&!"*(%E &!"*(% 2+0 )**$ !"+!
2*'!+$"*+$!"+%%.%!+'1*%"& $59*6(.&(.!.N*5#BD)!"*$+,<%*/.5*'!.+(0%!+'5+(5%
+(* !&& %!(.1!- %!+!*% %**7.'8 ) '5.'8 '5*( !"* 1! ,& $5 9* $*%% $.7*$0 !& ).'5 +
"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2!"+!).!%!"*.('**5%&'!"*$.%!&)*$.8.9$*2&5*$%#
'(*+1!.&'-4&'8(*%%(*/.%*5!"*5(+)!$*8.%$+!.&'!&.'1$ 5*= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$
%! 5.*%#)"+5'&! %*5.!%+ !"&(.!0!&.26&%*(.8&(& %1(.!*(.+&'= +$.)0.'8
U%-+4&'8(*%%.&'+$(*/.%.&'.'!*'5*5!&2+7*+,.5*(+((+0&)%*(/.1*%+/+.$+:
9$*,& $5-+!!"*%+2*!.2*-"+/**/.%1*(+!*5!"*6(.2+(08&+$&)!+(8*!.'8) '5%!&
6(&8(+2%,.!"6(&/*'*))*1!./*'*%%#
".%5.%6 !* %*) $$0".8"$.8"!%+%.8'.).1+'!6(&9$*2.'!".%).*$5+'5.'2+'0
&!"*(%#  *(0 )*,*3.%!.'86(&8(+2% 1+' 6(&/.5*(.8&(& %*/.5*'1*&)!"*.(*))*1:
!./*'*%%#&%!"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%,*(*1(*+!*5+'5*/+$ +!*5.'+'*(+,"*'
%.26$*-9 ! '(*$.+9$*-(*%*+(1"5*%.8'%,*(*% )).1.*'!!&%+!.%)0) '5*(%#%+(*:
% $!-4&'8(*%%+!!*26!*5!&) '5*/.5*'1*:9+%*56(&8(+2%.'+).*$5,"*(*!"*'*1:
*%%+(0(.8&(& %(*%*+(1""+5'&!0*!9**'5&'*#'".'5%.8"!-4&'8(*%%%"& $5).(%!


B

**% 6(+'&!*%:B+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
 ** % 6(+ '&!*% C: - CB:D +'5 +11&26+'0.'8 !*3! 5.%1 %%.'8 "&, !"* !*3! &) !"* 6(&6&%*5 %!+! !*
%**2*5!&!+(8*!  #
B
+%7.'%*!+$#-% 6(+'&!*C-+!B$.%!.'8+(*'!%+%*+1"*(%-*+$!"0+2.$.*%2*(.1+-!"*+(*'!4".$5
&2*(&8(+2-+'5G+%5.%+66&.'!*5% .!&(% #
BB
**%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+'&!* -+! #
BC
**+(&*!+$#-% 6(+'&!*-+!#
BD
+%7.'%*!+$#-% 6(+'&!*C-+!C:DE%! !&H$$*'-% 6(+'&!* -+! '&!.'8!"+!/+(.& %2&5*$%"+/*
5.))*(*'!8&+$%-6&6 $+!.&'%-%!(*'8!"%-+'5,*+7'*%%*%+'5!"+!1&22 '.!.*%%"& $59*6*(2.!!*5!&6.17!"*
&'*!"+!).!%L!"*.(6+(!.1 $+('**5%#M #
B
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"+/*) '5*5+8*'*(+!.&'&)".8"= +$.!0%! 5.*%!&.5*'!.)0!"*2&%!6&,*() $"&2*
/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%#'%!*+5-.!1(*+!*5+) '5.'8%!(*+2!&*36+'5+11*%%!&*/.5*'1*:
9+%*5 6(&8(+2% ,.!"& ! + 5**6 6&&$ &) */.5*'1*:9+%*5 6(&8(+2% )(&2 ,".1" !&
5(+,# ".% '5*(%!+'5+9$0 6(&5 1*5 + 5&8).8"! &/*( !"* 5*).'.!.&' &) L8&&5M (*:
%*+(1"#

%!  + *   

&'* &) !"* 1(.!.1.%2% &) !"* 1!<% 1 ((*'! (*%*+(1" 5*%.8' (*= .(*2*'!% +(*
6*(% +%./*# "* $+, '&, 1&'!+.'% ,*$$:1(+)!*5 (*%*+(1" 5*%.8' %!+'5+(5%P+' .2:
6(*%%./*+11&26$.%"2*'!)&(+'.''&/+!./*6(&8(+2 ,"&%*$*8.%$+!./*+ !"&(%+'5
+8*'10.26$*2*'!*(%"+5!&2*5.+!*+5*9+!*&/*(!"*(.8&(&)!"&%*(*= .(*2*'!%#
".%6+(!&)!"*&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+26(&/.5*%+ %*) $!*26$+!*)&() ! (**/.:
5*'1*:9+%*5) '5.'8*))&(!%#
#4< 4 U 

')&(! '+!*$0-  )+.$*5 !& 1&26$*2*'! .!% 5*2+'5.'8 (*%*+(1" 5*%.8' (*:
= .(*2*'!%,.!"*= +$$0!& 8"(*= .(*2*'!%)&(!"*2.'.2 2& !1&2*%'**5*5!&
= +$.)0)&()*5*(+$) '5.'8#"*1 ((*'!( $*%1&'!+.''&(*= .(*2*'!%,.!"(*%6*1!
!& !"* 2.'.2 2 2+8'.! 5* &) !"* 9*'*).!% 1&')*((*5- !"* 1&'%.%!*'10 &) !"* ).'5:
.'8%- !"* 5 (+9.$.!0 &( %+$.*'1* &) !"* 9*'*).!%- &( !"* (*6$.1+!.&' &) 6&%.!./* & !:
1&2*%#%+(*% $!-2+'0&)!"*+66(&/*56(&8(+2%"+/*!"(*+59+(*&(!(& 9$.'8$0
.'1&'%.%!*'!*/.5*'1*&)6&%.!./*.26+1!# '$0+)*,,& $5= +$.)0 '5*(2&(*5*:
)*'%.9$*%!+'5+(5%#

-$ ! (# 

'5*(1 ((*'!( $*%-+'0%!+!.%!.1+$$0%.8'.).1+'!6&%.!./*).'5.'81& '!%
!&,+(5 !"* +8*'10<% 6(&&) (*= .(*2*'!% '& 2+!!*( "&, !(./.+$ !"* .26+1!# ' )+1!-
1 ((*'!( $*%5&'&!*/*'(*= .(*!"*1+$1 $+!.&'&)+'*))*1!%.N*+!+$$#%+(*% $!-
!"*  +'5 (&@*1! :+0%+)*4+(*  82*'!*5 6(&8(+2% ,*(* +66(&/*5 5*:
%6.!* !"* +9%*'1* &) +'0 *%!.2+!* &) *))*1! %.N*#C "*' !"* 1! .% (*+ !"&(.N*5-
4&'8(*%% %"& $5 %*!+ 2.'.2 2*))*1! %.N*!&"*$6*'% (*!"+!!"*) '5*5 2&5*$%


C

**(&@*1!:+0%+)*4+(*))*1!%"&,'.'*%*+(1"H !1&2**+% (**!+.$%)&(*5 1!.&'%.'
4".$5 +$!!(*+!2*'!
!1&2*%- ## *6<! &) *+$!" H  2+' *(/#  
"!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/*))*1!%#+%63I(.5JH%.5JDH2.5JH&.5JBE +($0 '!*(/*'!.&' (&8(+2 )&( 5&:
$*%1*'!&!"*(%! 50*+(1")&(+2.$01&'&2.1*$): )).1.*'10 !1&2*%-##*6<!&)*+$!"H :
2+' *(/#  - "!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/))*1!%#+%63I(.5JH%.5JCH2.5JH&.5J# !+!.%!.1+$ %.8'.).:
1+'1* .% '&! + % 9%!.! !* )&( .26+1!#".$* .! (*5 1*% !"* &55% !"+! + 6&%.!./* ).'5.'8 .% %.26$0 + 2+!!*( &)
1"+'1*-%!+!.%!.1+$%.8'.).1+'1*.%'&!+9& !2+8'.! 5*#





:;


 





      



+(*1+6+9$*&)"+/.'8+2*+'.'8) $-(+!"*(!"+'6*() '1!&(0-.26+1!#
!6(*%*'!-!(./.+$*))*1!%% )).1*#'+%! 50&)*+$!"0!*6%-)&(*3+26$*-(*:
%*+(1"*(%)& '5!"+!+6(&8(+21&26&'*'!1+$$*5(*+(*.'1(*+%*51".$5(*'<%*+($0
$+'8 +8*%7.$$90#%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%+)!*(!,&:+'5:+:"+$)0*+(%&)%*(/.1*%#C
"+!.%*= ./+$*'!!&2&/.'8!"*6+(!.1.6+!.'81".$5(*')(&2!"*C!"!&!"*C# !"
6*(1*'!.$*# G*!- !"+! 2&5*%! ).'5.'8 = +$.).*% +% &'* &) !"* !,& 6&%.!./* ).'5.'8%
'**5*5 !& 2+7* *+$!"0 !*6% *$.8.9$* )&( )*5*(+$ ) '5.'8# &! &'$0 .% +' .26+1!
!".%%2+$$ '$.7*$0!&1"+'8*+1".$5<%$.)*2+!*(.+$$0.'!"*%"&(!( '-9 !.!.%+$%&
/.(! +$$0 1*(!+.' !& )+5* & ! %&&' +)!*( 6(&8(+2 1&26$*!.&'#C *5*(+$ ) '5.'8
9+%*5&'!".%).'5.'8,& $59*%= +'5*(*5#
 +5*:& ! .% '&(2+$#  % + (*% $!- &'$0 8+.'% ,.!" /*(0 $+(8* *))*1! %.N*% +(*
$.7*$0!&9*5 (+9$*#! 5.*%&)&(5.'+(06(*%1"&&$+!!*'5+'1*"+/*%"&,'!"+!*/*'
$+(8*( %"&(!:!*(2 8+.'%(& !.'*$0 5.%+66*+( ,.!".'+ 1& 6$* &)0*+(%# &! */*' !"*
)+2& %*+($01".$5"&&56(&8(+2%-$.7*!"*9*1*5+(.+'(&@*1!+'5!"**((0(*:
%1"&&$- +/&.5*5 % 9%!+'!.+$ )+5* & !# '%!*+5- !"*0 6(&5 1*5 .'.!.+$ 8+.'% %& $+(8*
!"+! + % 9%!+'!.+$ (*%.5 +$ *))*1! (*2+.'*5 %*/*(+$ 0*+(% $+!*( 5*%6.!* !"* $&%% &)
(& 8"$0"+$)!"*.'.!.+$8+.'#(*1*'!2*!+:+'+$0%.%&)".8"= +$.!06(*%1"&&$%! 5:
.*%)& '5!"+!.'.!.+$*))*1!%.N*% % +$$0%"(+'790"+$)C+'5+'+!.&'+$%! 50&)
&(5.'+(06(*%1"&&$%)& '5!"+!!"*%"&(!:!*(28+.'%5.%+66*+(*5*'!.(*$0#C'+(*:
1*'!(.8&(& %%! 50 &) *+5!+(!- .'.!.+$1&8'.!./* 8+.'%&)+9& !+ # %!+'5+(5
5*/.+!.&'5.%+66*+(*5+$2&%!1&26$*!*$090!"**'5&)7.'5*(8+(!*'#C*%*+(1"*(%
"+/* )& '5 %.2.$+( )+5* & ! ,"*' %! 50.'8 !"* +5/+'!+8*% &) ) $$:5+0 7.'5*(8+(:
!*'-C 1$+%%%.N*(*5 1!.&'-CB+'*3!(+5+.$01$+%%%*%%.&'.'2+!"-CC+'5*/*'"+/:


C

 ** *+$!"0 !*6%! 50 *+(1" )&( 4".$5 */*$&62*'! +'5 1"&&$*+5.'*%% !1&2*- ## *6<! &)
*+$!" H  2+' *(/#   "!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/*))*1!%#+%63I(.5JH%.5JH2.5JH&.5J 5*:
%1(.9.'86&%.!./**))*1!%)&(1&29.'.'8!,&&(2&(*,&(5%+'5)&(/&1+9 $+(0-9 !6(&/.5.'8+'*))*1!%.N*)&(
&'$0!"*).(%! #
C
**.')(+'&!*%C:CD+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
C
 (*8&(0 4+2.$$. *! +$#- *!+:'+$0%.% &) !"* ))*1!% &) +($0 5 1+!.&' '!*(/*'!.&'% &' 4&8'.!./* +'5
&1.+$*/*$&62*'!-*+1"*(%4&$$*8**1&(5BD- :-!+9$*B ).'5.'8!"+!1&8'.!./**))*1!
%.N*%)+5*590(& 8"$0"+$) '5*(*+1"&)+/+(.*!0&)+%% 26!.&'% #
C
 +!"*(.'* # +8' %&'- *! +$#- &*%(*7.'5*(8+(!*' 26(&/*1"&&$ (*6+(+!.&' +'5 *()&(2+'1*I 
1&'#5 1+!.&'*/#B ).'5.'8!"+!6(*%1"&&$2+!"+'5(*+5.'88+.'%"+5L$+(8*$05.%%.6+!*590!"*
%6(.'8&)).(%!8(+5* #
C
.1"+*$ 2+*!+$#-*+5 !+(! 26+1!! 50.'+$*6&(!-##*6<!&)*+$!" H 2+'*(/#O+'#
  "!!6).$*%#*(.1#*5#8&/) $$!*3!BC#65) 5*%6.!* %.'8 + $&&%* %!+'5+(5 &) %!+!.%!.1+$ %.8'.).1+'!
# -!"*%! 50)& '5!"+!.'.!.+$8+.'%"+55.%+66*+(*5&'%.3&)%*/*'2*!(.1%90*'5&)).(%!8(+5* #
C
$.N+9*!"&!( 9+:(N+$-*!+$#-*/*$&62*'!+$*(%6*1!./*&' $$:*(% %+(!:+0.'5*(8+(!*'+'5
4".$5(*'<%1+5*2.1(+@*1!&(.*%"(& 8".)!"(+5*-BD4".$5*/*$&62*'!DB-DBC ).'5.'8.'.:
!.+$2+!"+'5(*+5.'88+.'%&)&'*:).)!"+%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'-!"+!%"(+'790:6*(1*'!+)!*(1&'!(&$$.'8)&(
%*/*(+$)+1!&(%-"+5*'!.(*$05.%+66*+(*590%6(.'8&)!".(58(+5* #
CB
$+'?#( *8*(H.+'*".!2&(*-"*))*1!&)!!*'5.'8+2+$$4$+%%.'!"*+($0(+5*%&'4&$:
$*8*:*%!+7.'8+'5.55$*1"&&$*%!*% $!%/.5*'1*)(&2(&@*1!- 1&'#O#- 
%"&,.'8!"+!9*'*).!%%"(+'7%!*+5.$09*!,**').(%!+'5'.'!"8(+5* 
CC
(.1+0$&(-6*'5.'8&(*&)!"*1"&&$+0.'+!"4$+%%/.5*'1*)(&2+*8(*%%.&'.%1&'!.' .!0
.'.55$*1"&&$-BO# 9#1&'#  ).'5.'8!"+!.'.!.+$8+.'%"+5%"( '790!,&:!".(5%&/*(!,&
0*+(% #
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>&$#

.'8+".8"$0*))*1!./*!*+1"*(#CD
'.!.+$*))*1!%1&22&'$0 %"(.'7 &/*(!.2*# % + (*% $!- &'$0 % 9%!+'!.+$%"&(!:
!*(2 *))*1!% &))*( + (*+%&'+9$* "&6* &) $+%!.'8 9*'*).!# ) ,* ,+'! !& 1"+'8* +
1".$5<%!(+@*1!&(0-&'$0% 9%!+'!.+$+'55 (+9$*9*'*).!%,.$$5&#"*$+17&)+2.'.:
2 2*))*1!%.N*2*+'%!"+!%!+!*%2+0%6*'5% 9%!+'!.+$% 2%&'2&5*$%!"+!6(&:
5 1**/+'*%1*'!9*'*).!%#
 2.'.2 2 *))*1! %.N* .% +5/.%+9$* )&( +'&!"*( (*+%&' +% ,*$$# ' + 1+(*) $$0
5*%.8'*56.$&!%! 50-!"**))*1!%,.$$&)!*'9*$+(8*(!"+'!"*0,.$$9*,"*'!"*6(&:
8(+2.%%1+$*5 6#"*%!+))&)+".8"= +$.!0*36*(.2*'!.%!06.1+$$01+(*) $$0%*:
$*1!*5 +'5 .%&)!*'+,+(* !"+! !*+2 % 11*%%,.$$ 9* 8+ 8*5 90 !"*6(&8(+2<%& !:
1&2*%# )!*'- !"* 1(*+!&( &) !"* 2&5*$ % 6*(/.%*% !"* !(.+$ +'5 "+% + 6&,*() $
.'1*'!./*!&,&(7!.(*$*%%$0!&8 +(+'!**!"+!!"*6(&8(+2.%.26$*2*'!*5+%.'!*'5:
*5+'5!"+!9+((.*(%+'5% (6(.%*%+(*&/*(1&2*.22*5.+!*$0# )!"*$+%!)./*2&5*$%
+66(&/*590-+$$,*(*+66(&/*5&'!"*9+%.%&)%! 5.*%!"+!,*(*&/*(%**'90
!"*5*/*$&6*(&)!"*6(&8(+2#".%7.'5&)2&!./+!.&'+'5).5*$.!0.%5.)).1 $!!&5 :
6$.1+!*,"*'+6(&8(+2.%%1+$*5 6#')+1!-!"*)& '5*(&) ,+%%&1&'1*('*5
+9& !$&%%&)).5*$.!0!"+!"*1+(*) $$0$.2.!*5!"*6(&8(+2<%(+!*&)*36+'%.&'#D%
+(*% $!-*/.5*'1*:9+%*56(&8(+2%%"& $5.'%.%!&'6(&&)&)+% 9%!+'!.+$.26+1!.'
!"*.'.!.+$5*2&'%!(+!.&'%! 5.*%9*)&(*1&'1$ 5.'8!"+!+2&5*$.%$.7*$0!&1&')*(
2*+'.'8) $$&'8:!*(29*'*).!%,"*'!+7*'!&%1+$*#
"*(*.%'&9(.8"!$.'*)&(,"+!!".%2.'.2 2*))*1!%.N*%"& $59*-9 !+'*):
)*1!%.N*&)+!$*+%!#%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%,& $59*+/*(0(*+%&'+9$*6$+1*!&*3:
6*(.2*'!#D"*(+1*+'56&/*(!08+6%.'+1+5*2.1+1".*/*2*'!+'5*2&!.&'+$5*:
/*$&62*'!+(**%!.2+!*5!&*31**5#%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%+!7.'5*(8+(!*'*'!(0D
+'5+) $$%!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'90!,*$)!"8(+5*#D'5*(!"&%*1.(1 2%!+'1*%-) ':
5*(% 1+' (*+%&'+9$0 .'%.%! !"+! ) '5*5 6(&8(+2% 1&')*( +' .'.!.+$ 8+.' &) +! $*+%!
# %!+'5+(5 5*/.+!.&'% .' 1&(* 1".$5 5*/*$&62*'!+$ %7.$$%- +'!.1.6+!.'8 !"+! !"*
$&'8!*(29*'*).!%,.$$9*(& 8"$0"+$)!"+!P1$&%.'8:R&)!"*8+6#+66.$0-
2&%!&)!"*1 ((*'!$0+66(&/*56(&8(+2%"+/**))*1!%.N*%!"+!2**!&(*31**5!"+!

CD

"&2+%O#+'*H& 8$+% #!+.8*(-%!.2+!.'8*+1"*(26+1!%&'! 5*'!1".*/*2*'!'36*(.:
2*'!+$/+$ +!.&' ?-&(7.'8+6*(-C ).'5.'8!"+!*))*1!%)+5*5& !906*(1*'!6*(0*+(.'!"*
!,& 0*+(% )&$$&,.'8 !*+1"*( +%%.8'2*'! E +@ 4"*!!0- *! +$#- "* &'8:*(2 26+1!% &) *+1"*(% +$ *:
55*5+'5! 5*'! !1&2*%.'5 $!"&&5: ?-&(7.'8+6*(- '&!.'81&26$*!*)+5*& !.'
6(.&(%! 5.*%9 !).'5.'8!"+!!*+1"*(.26+1!.!%!+9.$.N*5.'!"*.(5+!+%*!+!+9& !&'*:!".(5!"*.'.!.+$.26+1!
+)!*(  0*+(% E  O*%%* &!"%!*.'- *+1"*( U +$.!0 .' 5 1+!.&' (&5 1!.&' (+17.'8- *1+0 +'5 ! 5*'!
1".*/*2*'!-U +(!*($0O#1&'#B-B #4"*!!0+'51&$$*+8 *%)& '5!"+!-5*%6.!*!"*)+5*:& !-
*+('.'8%,*(*".8"*()&(%! 5*'!%,.!"2&(**))*1!./*!*+1"*(%#5#
D
**% 6(+'&!*D+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!#
D
***#8#-?*%!/.5*'1*'101$&6*5.+-"!!6,,,#9*%!*/.5*'1*#&(8+9& !9**#"!2(*= .(.'8+'*))*1!%.N*
&)#)&(.!%".8"*%!(+!.'8 #
D
**-*#8#-(0*(H */.!!-% 6(+'&!*-+! - : ).'5.'8+7.'5*(8+(!*'(+1.+$+1".*/*2*'!8+6&)
# %!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'%.'2+!"+'5#.'(*+5.'8 #**+$%&% 6(+'&!*+'5+11&26+'0.'8!*3!)&(+5:
5.!.&'+$%! 5.*%#
D
 ** +((0 *58*% H 20 &,*$$- ?$+17:".!* *%! 1&(* 4&'/*(8*'1* .'1* D - C O#  2# *:
%& (1*%D-:4"(.%!&6"*(O*'17%H*(*5.!"".$$.6%-*5%#-DDC (*/.*,.'8!"*$.!*(+! (*+'51&':
1$ 5.'8 !"+!- +2&'8 B:0*+(:&$5% !"*8+6 "+% 9**' 2*+% (*5 9*!,**' #C +'5#C %!+'5+(55*/.+!.&'% .'
1&26&%.!*%&)/&1+9 $+(0-(*+5.'8-+'52+!" #





:;


 





      



!"(*%"&$5#D"+!.%!"*8&&5'*,%#"*9+5'*,%.%!"+! 1 ((*'!( $*%.26&%*'&
9+((.*(!&) '5.'8) ! (*"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$%,.!"2 1"$*%%.26+1!#
'!.$4&'8(*%%.26&%*%+2.'.2 2*))*1!%.N*-.%,.%*!&+$$&1+!*+% 9:
%!+'!.+$6&(!.&'&)!"*"&2*/.%.!.'8) '5% %.'8+1&26*!.!./*2&5*$#1&26*!.:
!./*8(+'!6(&1*%%1+'!+7**))*1!%.N*.'!&+11& '!#D'!"*$&'8*(!*(2-"&,*/*(-
!"*) '5.'81(.!*(.+'**5!&9*(*/.%*5#

* + )   

"*1 ((*'!( $*%5&'&!(*= .(*+'0*/.5*'1*!"+!+6(&8(+2<%6&%.!./**))*1!%
6*(%.%!6+%!6(&8(+21&26$*!.&'#&(+)*,&)!"*5*%.(*5& !1&2*%-% 1"+%(*5 1:
!.&'% .' 1".$5 2+$!(*+!2*'!- !*26&(+(0 .26(&/*2*'!% 2+0 1&'%!.! !* + % )).1.*'!
9*'*).! !&,+((+'!) '5.'8# ? ! )&(&!"*( 8&+$%-$.7* .26(&/*5 1".$55*/*$&62*'!
+'59*!!*(%1"&&$(*+5.'*%%-!"*&9@*1!./*.%!&+$!*(+1".$5<%$&'8!*(2 !(+@*1!&(0#
*+'.'8) $6(&8(+2%$.7* "*$6+!:(.%71".$5(*'1&'%!( 1!%!(&'81&8'.!./*+'5
*2&!.&'+$)& '5+!.&'%&',".1"!&9 .$5) (!"*(5 (.'8!"*:0*+(%# '$05 (+:
9$*8+.'%.'1&8'.!./*+'5%&1.+$5*/*$&62*'!+11&26$.%"!"+!*'5#D 
')&(! '+!*$0-!"*1 ((*'!+66(&/+$( 9(.18./*%5 (+9.$.!0+/*(0$.2.!*5
(&$*#  "* +8*'10<% "+'5% ,*(* !.*5 90 4&'8(*%%# "* 1! 1&'!+.'% +' &55$0  
 5 (+9.$.!06(&/.%.&',".1".'*36$.1+9$0+66$.*%&'$0!&4%#DB&%.!./*
).'5.'8% )(&2 4 2 %! 9* &9%*(/*5 &'* 0*+( +)!*( 6(&8(+2    #DC "*
1!1+$$%!"*%*8+.'%L% %!+.'*5MDD*/*'!"& 8"+8+.'!"+!$+%!%&'$0+%$&'8+%!"*
!(*+!2*'!.%9*.'85*$./*(*51+'"+(5$09*1&'%.5*(*5% %!+.'*5#


D

 '$0!,&+(*1$&%*1+$$%#))*1!%.N*%)&(,*(*&'$01+$1 $+!*5)&()& (&).!%).)!**'6&%.!./**))*1!%
+'5!"*0(+'8*5)(&2#!&##))*1!%.N*%)&((+'8*5)(&2#!&##
D
 ** *#8#- &5*$ (&8(+2%  .5*- )).1* &) O /*'.$* O %!.1* +'5 *$.'= *'10 (*/*'!.&'-
"!!6,,,#&@@56#8&/268(+!.'8%#+%63"* O+$$&1+!*%)(&2N*(&!&6&.'!%.'.!%1&26*!.!./*6(&1*%%&'
!"*9+%.%&)*))*1!%.N*# 
D
L$**6*(*))*1!%M1&'%!.! !*+' ' % +$7.'5&)5 (+9$**))*1!!"+!%"& $59*.'1$ 5*5.'!".%1+$1 $ %#"*0
+(.%*,"*'+6(&8(+2$+17%$+(8*%"&(!:!*(22*+% (+9$*9*'*).!%9 !!"*%! 5*'!%(*1*./.'8!"*.'!*(/*'!.&'
5*2&'%!(+!*8+.'%$+!*(.'$.)*#*+5!+(!-)&(*3+26$*-+66*+(%!&1&')*(%&2*%&1.&:*2&!.&'+$%$**6*(*):
)*1!%-*/*'!"& 8".!%%2+$$1&8'.!./*9*'*).!%)+5*90*+($0*$*2*'!+(0%1"&&$#(&/*(O#X %%X".!*" (%!-
4+' * ?* +(5:*+5*5 9& ! (*%1"&&$I  &&7 +! *+5 !+(! O+'#  -  -
"!!6,,,#9(&&7.'8%#*5 (*%*+(1"6+6*(% :6(*%1"&&$:,".!*" (%!5*%1(.9.'8L%$**6*(*))*1!%X #
DB
+!.*'!(&!*1!.&'+'5))&(5+9$*4+(* 1! -##4#F 5   .  - E+!*('+$-')+'!-+'5
+($04".$5"&&5&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2 &!.1*-B*5#*8#B6(&6&%*5O $0- %!+!.'8!"+!
!"*2&5*$2 %!&'*!"+!"+%5*2&'%!(+!*5%.8'.).1+'!6&%.!./*& !1&2*%-+'5.'!"*1+%*&)!"*%*(/.1*5*$./:
*(02&5*$5*%1(.9*5.'.!*2++-!"&%*& !1&2*%2 %!9*% %!+.'*5 # '$04%+(*.'1$ 5*5.'% 9%*1!.&'
L++#M))&(5+9$*4+(*1!F5     ++ #"*(*% $!.%%+5$0.(&'.1#(&8(+2%,"&%**))*1!./*'*%%
"+/*9**'5*2&'%!(+!*590%! 5.*%,".1"2**!!"*8&$5%!+'5+(52 %!+$%&2**!!,&*3!(+(*= .(*2*'!%!"+!
+(*'&!.26&%*5 &'"&2*/.%.!.'86(&8(+2%!"+! (*$0 6&'$*%%(*$.+9$*%! 5.*%#**&2* .%!.'8(&8(+2
&!.1*-B*5#*8#+!B# '*"&6*%!"+!!".%= .(7,+%+'.'+5/*(!*'!*((&(-9 !$+'8 +8**+($.*(.'!"*
1! ,".1" %6*1.).1+$$0*3*26!% = +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 5.*%)(&2!"*/*(02&5*%!5 (+9.$.!0(*= .(*2*'! +6:
6$.1+9$*!&4%% 88*%!%!"+!$&990.'86(&5 1*5!".%&!"*(,.%*.'*36$.1+9$*5.))*(*'1*.'!(*+!2*'!#
DC
&2*.%.!.'8(&8(+2-B*5#*8#+!B#
DD
5#
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')+1!-8+.'%2*+% (*5+!!"*&'*0*+(2.5:6&.'!&)+!,&0*+(6(&8(+21& $5
!"*&(*!.1+$$0= +$.)0!"+!2&5*$)&() '5.'8*/*'.)!"*8+.'%"+5)+5*5& !*'!.(*$0
90!"**'5&)!"*6(&8(+2<%%*1&'50*+(#'+%! 50&)!"*+'.*8&6(&8(+2-
)&(*3+26$*-!"*8+.'%&9%*(/*5+!+8*&'*"+55.%+66*+(*590+8*!"(**#*= .(:
.'8!"+!8+.'%$+%!+0*+()(&26(&8(+2.'.!.+!.&'.%!"*!".''*%!.2+8.'+9$*5 (+9.$:
.!0(*= .(*2*'!# (!"*(2&(*-= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 5.*%+(**3*26!*5)(&2*/*'
!".%2.'.2+$(*= .(*2*'!-6*("+6%(*)$*1!.'8%!(&'8.'5 %!(0$&990.'8#
"*+8*'10<%+9.$.!0!&1&'%.5*(!".%)+1!&(.'+1&26*!.!./*8(+'!:2+7.'86(&:
1*%%6(&/.5*%0*!+'&!"*(%!(&'8(*+%&')&(+$$&1+!.'8+%.N+9$*6&(!.&'&)!"*) '5%
1&26*!.!./*$0# &( !"* 6&(!.&' &) ) '5.'8 !"+! .% 5.%!(.9 !*5 !"(& 8" + )&(2 $+-
"&,*/*(-!"*$+17&)+2*+'.'8) $5 (+9.$.!0(*= .(*2*'!.%+%.8'.).1+'!,*+7'*%%#
+5*:& !.%%.26$0!&&1&22&'#&.'1(*+%*!"*&55%&)2*+'.'8) $.26+1!-4&':
8(*%%%"& $5(*= .(*6(&&)&).26+1!%!"+!$+%!+!$*+%!+0*+(+)!*(6(&8(+21&26$*:
!.&'#
!+!*%2+0&9@*1!!&!".%1"+'8*9*1+ %*.!,.$$%"(.'7!"*' 29*(&)6(&8(+2%
!"+! = +$.)0 )&( */.5*'1*:9+%*5 ) '5.'8# '$0 %.3 &) !"* )& (!**' +66(&/*5 6(&:
8(+2%1+'1 ((*'!$05*2&'%!(+!*!"+!!"*01&')*(9*'*).!%!"+!$+%!+!$*+%!&'*0*+(
+)!*(6(&8(+21&26$*!.&'#!+!*%,& $5"+/*!&%6*'5+!$*+%!%*/*'!0:)./*6*(:
1*'!&)!"*.(8(+'!&'!"*%*2&5*$%#"*&!"*(*.8"!2&5*$%1& $5&'$09*) '5*5
%.'8!"*!,*'!0:)./*6*(1*'!!"+!1+'9*%6*'!&'L6(&2.%.'8M2&5*$%#%+(*% $!-
+2*+'.'8) $5 (+9.$.!0(*= .(*2*'!1& $5.26+.(!"*+9.$.!0&)%!+!*%!&).'5+2&5:
*$ !"+! %*(/*% !"* %6*1.).1 '**5% &) !"* )+2.$.*% .' !"+! %!+!*# ".% .% + $*8.!.2+!*
1&'1*('# 
"* 9*%! %&$ !.&' !& !".% 6(*5.1+2*'! .% !& !*26&(+(.$0 *36+'5 !"* 6&(!.&' &)
%!+!* )&(2 $+ ) '5.'8 !"+! 1+' 9* %6*'!&' 6(&2.%.'8 6(&8(+2%- '&! !& $&&%*' !"*
%!+'5+(5%)&(= +$.)0.'8+%+'*/.5*'1*:9+%*56(&8(+2#'5*(!"*%!+! !*-6(&2.%:
.'82&5*$%- '$.7**/.5*'1*:9+%*52&5*$%-2 %!9*(.8&(& %$0*/+$ +!*5+%6+(!&)
!"*8(+'!6(&1*%%#%+(*% $!-%".)!.'8!"*9&(5*($.'*2&5*$%.'!&!"*L6(&2.%.'8M
1+!*8&(0 +'5 (*= .(.'8!"+!!"*0 9* */+$ +!*5 )&(!"*.( $&'8:!*(2 .26+1!,.$$ "*$6
).$$!"*1 ((*'!7'&,$*58*8+6#!+!*%,.$$%!.$$"+/*!"*1"&.1*%!"+!!"*0,+'!-9 !
(.8&(& %*/+$ +!.&'&)!"*%*6(&2.%.'86(&8(+2%,.$$9* 2+'5+!&(0#"*(*% $!.'8
%! 5.*%,.$$(*/*+$,"*!"*(!"*%*6(&2.%.'86(&8(+2%"+/*+5 (+9$*+'52+!*(.+$




 ** *+$!"0 +2.$.*% 2*(.1+ ! 50 *+(1" )&( 4".$5 */*$&62*'! +'5 1"&&$ *+5.'*%% !1&2*%-
##
*6<!#
&)
*+$!"
H
 2+'
*(/#
B 
"!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/))*1!%#+%63I(.5JH%.5JH2.5JH&.5J#&,*/*(-!".%).'5.'8,+%'&!(*$.*5
6&')&(+66(&/+$#

? !%**.5#%!+))(*1&8'.N*5!"**26!.'*%%&)!".%(*= .(*2*'!+'55*1.5*5!&(*6&(!,"*!"*(2&5*$%
"+%5*2&'%!(+!*5*))*1!%!"+!$+%!+!$*+%!&'*0*+()(&26(&8(+21*%%+!.&'#!1+$$%!"*2L$+%!.'8M.26+1!%#
&,*/*(-6(&&)&)$+%!.'8.26+1!.%'&!(*= .(*5)&(6(&8(+2+66(&/+$#5#

".%,& $5(*%*29$*!"*6(&1*%% %*590!"**6+(!2*'!&)O %!.1*-,".1"+%%.8'%9*!,**'N*(&+'5!"(**
6&.'!%5*6*'5.'8&'!"*!.2*9*!,**'6(&8(+21&26$*!.&'+'5)&$$&,: 6#(&8(+2/.5*'1*+!.'8'%!( :
2*'!-##*6<!&)O %!.1*-"!!6,,,#1(.2*%&$ !.&'%#8&/65)%(+!.'8.'%!( 2*'!K6+(!#65)#

 ? ! %** +(+" /*$$+( *! +$#- &2* .%.!.'8 /.5*'1* &) ))*1!./*'*%% */.*, 3*1 !./*  22+(0 D
*6!*29*(P*/.%*5O '* - *6#:-$.%!.'8*.8"!6(&8(+2%---:
G- - -   .')+'! +'5 +)*4+(*  82*'!*5 #  "* *))*1!% )(&2 !"* $+!!*( !,& 6(&8(+2% ,*(*
2*+% (*5+!D#+'52&'!"%+)!*(1&26$*!.&'-%&5&'&!.'1$ 5*!"*2.'20!&!+$#





:;


 





      

B

.26+1!# /*( !.2*- !"*%* (.8&(& % %! 5.*% ,.$$ *36+'5 !"* 6&&$ &) 2*+'.'8) $$0
6(&/*' 6(&8(+2%- ,".$* *$.2.'+!.'8 !"&%* 2&5*$% !"+! 5& '&! ) $).$$ !"*.( .'.!.+$
6(&2.%*#

! 

"*%!+! !*+$%&$+17%+(*6$.1+!.&'(*= .(*2*'!#"*(*6$.1+!.&'&)+6&%.!./*
).'5.'8 .' + %*1&'5 %+26$* .'1(*+%*% !"* &55% !"+! + 6&%.!./* ).'5.'8 .' !"* ).(%!
%! 50,+%1+ %*590!"*.'!*(/*'!.&'+'5'&!1"+'1*#%+(*% $!-% 11*%%) $(*6$.1+:
!.&'&)6&%.!./*(*% $!%8(*+!$0.'1(*+%*%!"*$.7*$."&&5!"+!%.!*%) '5*5,.!")*5*(+$
8(+'!% ,.$$ 1&')*( !"* %+2* 9*'*).!% &' !"*.( 6+(!.1.6+'!% +% ,*(* 5*!*1!*5 .' !"*
= +$.)0.'8%! 5.*%#
G*!-!"*1 ((*'!+66(&/+$( 9(.15&*%'&!(*= .(*(*6$.1+!.&'#$!"& 8"(*6$.:
1+!.&'&)+6&%.!./*).'5.'8.'&'*5&2+.'.%&'*(& !*!&+66(&/+$-.!.%'&!!"*&'$0
&'*#%.'8$*%! 50,.!"6&%.!./*).'5.'8%.'!,&5&2+.'%,.$$+$%&% )).1*# '$0
)./* &) !"* )& (!**' +66(&/*5 6(&8(+2% "+/* (*6$.1+!*5 6&%.!./* ).'5.'8% .' !"*
%+2* 5&2+.'#  "* &!"*( '.'* 6(&8(+2% ,*(* +66(&/*5 &' !"* 9+%.% &) + %.'8$*
%! 50!"+!)& '5+!$*+%!&'*6&%.!./**))*1!.'!,&5.))*(*'!5&2+.'%-% 1"+%1".$5
5*/*$&62*'!+'56&%.!./*6+(*'!.'8#"*%*/*'2&%!(*1*'!$0+66(&/*56(&8(+2%
+$$= +$.).*5&'!".%9+%.%#".$*6&%.!./*).'5.'8%.'!,&5&2+.'%1+'.'1(*+%*!"*
&55%!"+!+!$*+%!&'*&)!"*2,+%'&!+%!+!.%!.1+$)$ 7*-B!".%1(.!*(.&'.%'&% 9:
%!.! !*)&((*6*+!*5+'51&'%.%!*'!$0)+/&(+9$*).'5.'8%.'!"*%+2*5&2+.'#
4&'%.5*(!"*(*%*+(1" &'# )!*(+  %! 50 )& '5 !"+!  .'1(*+%*5
!"*' 29*(&),*$$:9+90/.%.!%+!!*'5*5902&!"*(+'59+90-C%! 5.*%.'+'5
B %.'85.))*(*'!%+26$*%1& $5'&!(*6$.1+!*!"+!).'5.'8#D+5!"*(*%*+(1"&'
 %!&66*5 %&&'*(- ,* ,& $5 "+/* + 5(+2+!.1+$$0 5.))*(*'! S:+'5 2.%$*+5.'8S:
.26(*%%.&'&).!%*)).1+10#"*(*%*+(1"*(%&9%*(/*5!"+!L>&; ().'5.'8%+$%&+$*(!
%!&!"*.26&(!+'1*&)(*6$.1+!.&'%! 5.*%+'51+ !.&' %+9& !8*'*(+$.N.'86&%.:
!./*&('*8+!./*(*% $!%)(&2+%.'8$*:%+26$*-%.'8$*:%.!**/+$ +!.&'#MC"*.'.!.+$
(*% $!%5.5'&!!*$$!"*,"&$*%!&(0#
'+55.!.&'-!"*5*).'.!.&'&)+(*6$.1+!*5).'5.'8%"& $59*!.8"!*'*5#!6(*:
%*'!-(*= .(*%&'$0!"+!!,&%! 5.*%).'56&%.!./*.26+1!%.'!"*%+2*#
&,*/*(-!"*5&2+.'%+(* %& 9(&+5!"+!!"*L(*6$.1+!*5M ).'5.'8%1+' +1! +$$0.':
/&$/*/*(05.))*(*'!+!!(.9 !*%#!6(*%*'!-.!.%6&%%.9$*)&(+2&5*$!&9*+66(&/*5
&'!"*9+%.%&)+%! 50).'5.'8+6&%.!./*.26+1!&'1".$51&8'.!./*5*/*$&62*'!9 !




 '$0% 98(& 6).'5.'8%2 %!9*(*6$.1+!*5.'+5.))*(*'!%+26$*#4(.!*(.+)&(/.5*'1*:?+%*5&5:
*$%- ## *6<! &) *+$!" H  2+' (*/#- "!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/5&1 2*'!#+%63I(.5JH%.5JDH2.5J 
$+%!+11*%%*5 #

5#

**/*$$+(*!+$#-% 6(+'&!*-+!D!9$$.%!.'8+2.$04"*17:--G- -+'5 #
B
,&(+'5&26&%.!./*).'5.'8%+(*$*%%$.7*$0!"+'&'* '$*%%!"*' 29*(&)2*+% (*2*'!%.'5& 9$*5#
C
!C#



C




 





 5   

>&$#

'&.26+1!&'*2&!.&'+$5*/*$&62*'!1&29.'*5,.!"+%*1&'5%! 50).'5.'8+8+.'
.' *2&!.&'+$ 5*/*$&62*'!- 9 ! '&! .' 1&8'.!./* %7.$$%# ".% "&2* /.%.!.'8 2&5*$
,& $5= +$.)0)&() '5.'89*1+ %**+1"%! 50)& '5+!$*+%!&'*6&%.!./*.26+1!.'
!"*5&2+.'&)1".$55*/*$&62*'!#G*!-'*.!"*(%! 50(*6$.1+!*5!"*).'5.'8%&)!"*
&!"*(#')+1!-!"*0(*+1"5.(*1!$0.'1&'%.%!*'!1&'1$ %.&'%# */*(!"*$*%%-!"*2&5*$
,& $5= +$.)0+%*/.5*'1*:9+%*59*1+ %*!"*( $*%5&'&!(*= .(*+(*6*+!*56&%.:
!./*.26+1!&'!"*  ! ! ,.!".'+5&2+.'#
%+(*% $!-!"*%6&'%&(%&)+"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$'&,"+/*+%!(&'8.'1*'!./*
!&2*+% (*+%2+'0+%6*1!%&)*+1"5&2+.'+%6&%%.9$*.'9&!"!"*.'.!.+$%! 50+'5
.'+'0(*6$.1+!.&'%! 50#"+!.%9*1+ %*+'01&29.'+!.&'&)6&%.!./*).'5.'8%.'+
8./*'5&2+.',.$$%+!.%)0!"*(*6$.1+!.&'(*= .(*2*'!#!!"*%+2*!.2*-2*+% (.'8
2&(*1&'%!( 1!%2*+'%!"+!!"*&55%&)+(+'5&26&%.!./*).'5.'8,.$$.'1(*+%*#"*
%!+'5+(5L6M/+$ *)&(%!+!.%!.1+$%.8'.).1+'1*.%##"*1"+'1*&)+)+$%*6&%.!./*
.%-!"*(*)&(*-&'*1"+'1*.'#!!".%$*/*$&)%!+!.%!.1+$%.8'.).1+'1*-2*+%:
(*2*'!% ,& $5 9* *36*1!*5 !& 6(&5 1* +% 2+'0 +%  6&%.!./* ).'5.'8% 9+%*5 &'
1"+'1*+$&'*-*/*'.)!"*6(&8(+2,*(*!&!+$$0.'*))*1!./*#
& 2.'.2.N* !".% 8+2*%2+'%".6-  %"& $5 !.8"!*' .!% (*6$.1+!.&' (*= .(*:
2*'!% !& (*= .(* (*6*+!*5 6&%.!./* ).'5.'8% ,.!".' + 8./*' 5&2+.'#  ) !"* 1 ((*'!
( $*%5.5%&-&'$0)./*&)!"*)& (!**'+66(&/*52&5*$%,& $5= +$.)0#D"+!' 2:
9*(,& $5%"(.'7%!.$$) (!"*(.)6(&8(+2%"+5!&%"&,+(*6$.1+!*56&%.!./*.26+1!
&'!"*%+2*1&'%!( 1!#

( !      %




!6(*%*'!-*+1"6&%.!./*).'5.'81& '!%+%2 1"+%+'0&!"*(#'!"*5&2+.'&)
6&%.!./*6+(*'!.'8-)&(*3+26$*-6(&8(+2%!"+!.'1(*+%*!"* %*&)%+)*!0$+!1"*%8*!
!"*%+2* 1(*5.! +%6(&8(+2%!"+!8(*+!$0 .'1(*+%* !"*' 29*(&)6+(*'!% ,"&(*+5
5+.$0 !& !"*.( 1".$5(*'#  (*$0- !".% .% '&! "&, 4&'8(*%% .'!*'5*5 !& %6*'5 .!%
2&'*0#


D

 ** &2* .%.!'8 (&8(+2 &5*$ ))*1!%- ## *6<! &) *+$!" H  2+' *(/#-
"!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&//.5*'1* /*(/.*,#+%63$.%!.'8+2.$04"*17:--G- -+'5 #

"*1 ((*'!+9%*'1*&)+(*6$.1+!.&'(*= .(*2*'!) (!"*(@ %!.).*%!"*+8*'10<%5*1.%.&'!&+$$&1+!*%&2*&)
!"*) '5%.'+1&26*!.!./*6(&1*%%#*6$.1+!.&'1+'9*!+7*'.'!&+11& '!.'!"*(+'7.'8%0%!*2#***#8#-+(:
$0
4".$5"&&5
5 1+!.&'
*/.*,
*!"&5%-
?*%!
/.5*'1*
'101$&6*5.+-
"!!6,,,#9*%!*/.5*'1*#&(8*+($0*+($0K1".$5K*52*!"&5%#"!2 (*= .(.'8- )&( !"* ".8"*%! (+'7.'8- L+! $*+%!
!,&%! 5.*%-&'*&),".1".%+$+(8*(+'5&2.N*5&((+'5&2.N*5= +%.:*36*(.2*'!+$%! 50-&(2 $!.6$*%2+$$*(
%! 5.*%M E ** +$%& (&8(+2 */.*, +'5 +!.'8 )(&2 !+(! !& .'.%"- +!<$ '%!# &) O %!.1*-
"!!6,,,#1(.2*%&$ !.&'%#8&/+9& !K%!+(!!&).'.%"#+%63$+%!/.%.!*5 8#- +11*6!.'8&'$04%+'5
".8" = +$.!0 U%- ,.!" 6(*)*(*'1* )&( 4% +'5  (*= .(.'8 (*6$.1+!.&' .' + %*1&'5 %+26$* )&( !&6 (+!.'8-
%1&(.'89+%*5&'*))*1!%.N*+'55 (+9.$.!0&)5*2&'%!(+!*5*))*1!-+'5!"(*+!%!&.'!*('+$/+$.5.!0 #

 ** ! 50 *+(1" )&( &%.!./* +(*'!.'8 (+1!.1*% !1&2*- ## *6<! &) *+$!" H  2+' *(/#-
"!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/))*1!%#+%63I(.5JH%.5JH2.5JH&.5J  $.%!.'8 !"*%* +2&'8 !"* 1&'%!( 1!%
+%%*%%*5)&(!"*6(&8(+2 #





:;


 





      

D

"*.26&(!+'1*&)+2&5*$<%6&%.!./*& !1&2*%1+'1 ((*'!$09*1&'%.5*(*5.'
!"*1&26*!.!./*8(+'!6(&1*%%-9 !'&!.'!"*)&(2 $++$$&1+!.&'6(&1*%%#&(! '+!*:
$0-!"*$.%!&)1&(*9*'1"2+(7%9*.'81(*+!*590!&*/+$ +!*.!%8(+'!%1+'9*
%*5.'!"*) ! (*+%+$.%!&)& !1&2*%!"+!2 %!9*!(+17*5.'!"*%! 5.*%% 92.!!*5
)&(+66(&/+$&)!"*2&5*$#

% 

!)& ! 


"*1 ((*'!+66(&/+$6(&1*%%.8'&(*%%! 5.*%).'5.'8!"+!+"&2*/.%.!.'82&5*$
)+.$*5!&6(&/.5*+'02*+% (+9$*9*'*).!+'5*/*'%! 5.*%1&'1$ 5.'8!"+!!"*2&5*$
"+5+'*8+!./*.26+1!# '$06&%.!./*).'5.'8%+(*1&'%.5*(*5#)!,*$/*%! 5.*%"+/*
*/+$ +!*5+"&2* /.%.!.'86(&8(+2+'5&'$0&'*&)!"*!,*$/* )& '5+'06&%.!./*
.26+1!&)+'07.'5-!"*2&5*$,& $5'*/*(!"*$*%%= +$.)0)&(+66(&/+$.)!"*%! 50
)& '5 6&%.!./* .26+1!% .' !,& 5&2+.'%#  ' )+1!- !"* 2&5*$ ,& $5 9* *$.8.9$* )&(
) '5.'8*/*'.)!"*!*'&!"*(%! 5.*%)& '5!"+!!"*6(&8(+2.26+.(*51".$55*/*$:
&62*'!# '$0!"*6&%.!./*).'5.'8%1& '!#
"*9&50&)(*%*+(1"&'*+$!"+2.$.*%2*(.1+ .$$ %!(+!*%!".%6(&9:
$*2#"+%9**'%! 5.*52+'0!.2*%#!1+''&,9&+%!+!$*+%!&'*6&%.!./*).'5:
.'8.'*+1"&)!"**.8"!5&2+.'% %*590#G*!-.!%9+!!.'8+/*(+8*.%2 1"$*%%
8$&(.& %!"+'!".%%!+!.%!.1,& $5.26$0#.8&(& %%! 5.*%"+/*)& '5+6&%.!./*.2:
6+1!&'$*%%!"+'R&)!"*1&'%!( 1!%2*+% (*5&)D #'!,&5&2+.'%-
!"* (+!* ,+% %& $&, !"+! !"* )*, 6&%.!./* ).'5.'8% 1& $5 *+%.$0 "+/* 9**' 5 * !&
1"+'1*&).')+2.$0/.&$*'1*+'5&)B)&(2+!*('+$"*+$!"# 
4&'%.5*(+'&!"*(*3+26$*)(&2!"*(*%*+(1"#".%%! 50)& '5+)+/&(+9$*
*))*1! &' ,*$$:9+90 /.%.!%# G*!- !"* %+2* %! 50 )& '5 '& *))*1! &'  &!"*(
2*+% (*%&)1".$5"*+$!"#+%!"*%.'8$*6&%.!./*).'5.'8+%!+!.%!.1+$+(!.)+1!I,&
$+!*(%! 5.*%)& '5'&.26+1!&',*$$:9+90/.%.!%#"& $5!"*%.'8$*6&%.!./*).'5:
.'81& '!!&,+(5+66(&/+$5*%6.!*!,&' $$).'5.'8%&'!"*%+2*1&'%!( 1!I!5&*%
'&,#
"*(*%*+(1"+$%&(+.%*%!"*.%% *&).'1&'%.%!*'!).'5.'8%#= +$.).*5
)&(+66(&/+$&'!"*9+%.%&)(*6$.1+!*5).'5.'8%.'+%.'8$*5&2+.'# '*%! 50)& '5
!"+!  "+5 + 6&%.!./* .26+1! &' %*$):"*$6 +'5 +'&!"*( )& '5 + 8+.' .' 2+%!*(0
2&!./+!.&'#G*!-!,&&!"*(%! 5.*%)& '5!"+!5.5 .26(&/*1".$5(*'<%L%*$):
"*$6M%7.$$%#*%6.!*!"**/*'%6$.!.'!"*%! 5.*%-,+%+66(&/*5#




**
*+$!"0
+2.$.*%
2*(.1+-
##
*6<!
&)
*+$!"
H
 2+'
*(/#-
"!!6"&2/**#+1)#""%#8&/5&1 2*'!#+%63I(.5JH%.5JH2.5J $+%! /.%.!*5 O $0 -  # "* .26+1! &'
)& (1&'%!( 1!%,+% ')+/&(+9$*&(+29.8 & %#5#

<%(*6*+!*56&%.!./*& !1&2*%.'!"*5&2+.'&)1".$52+$!(*+!2*'!@ %!.)0.!%+66(&/+$#? !!"*%! 5.*%
&).$$ %!(+!*!"*5.$*22+!"+!.%6&%*5 '5*(!"*1 ((*'!+66(&/+$( 9(.1,"*'2+'02*+% (*2*'!%"+/*
9**'!+7*'#

***+$!"0+2.$.*%2*(.1+-% 6(+'&!*#

**.5#
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>&$#

.2.$+($0-  +66(&/*5 !"* +2.$0 4"*17:6 6(&8(+2 9*1+ %* &'* %! 50
)& '5%!+!.%!.1+$$0%.8'.).1+'!.26+1!%.'!,&5&2+.'%#'!"*5&2+.'&)1".$55*/*$:
&62*'!-!"*%! 50)& '56&%.!./**))*1!%&'*2&!.&'+$5*/*$&62*'!# ')&(! '+!*:
$0- '*.!"*( &) !"* !,& &!"*( ".8" = +$.!0 %! 5.*% )& '5 +'0 .26+1! &' *2&!.&'+$
,*$$:9*.'8#BG*!-!"*!,&%! 5.*%,.!"' $$).'5.'8%+(*'&!!+7*'.'!&1&'%.5*(+:
!.&'*/*'!"& 8"!"*0& !' 29*(*5!"*%.'8$*%! 50,.!"6&%.!./*).'5.'8%#
*8+!./*).'5.'8%+(*+$%&.8'&(*5#+8+.'&))*(%+'.$$ %!(+!.&'#C.8&(:
& %%! 5.*%&)"+/*!+7*'C2*+% (*2*'!%#'D &)!"&%*2*+% (*2*'!%-
 "+5 1&')*((*5 '& 9*'*).!#D "* (*2+.'.'8 !,*$/* +%%*%%2*'!% )& '5 %*/*'
'*8+!./* &( +29.8 & % *))*1!% +'5 )./* 6&%.!./* *))*1!%# &(! '+!*$0 )&( - !"*
%*/*' ')+/&(+9$* ).'5.'8% ,*(* .8'&(*5 +'5 !,& &) !"* )./* )+/&(+9$* ).'5.'8%
,*(*.'+%.'8$*5&2+.'# &,*.8"!1& $59*8./*'!&!"*2 $!.6$*'*8+!./*).'5.'8%
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